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The present study was designed to investigate the 
infant's ability to conserve the identity of the features of 
objects in moving as well as stationary forms. Previous re­
searchers (Bond, 19 72) have demonstrated that infants can 
use a wide variety of physical features to discriminate be­
tween stationary objects. Further, several of these studies 
have shown that it is possible to increase the salience of 
specific stimulus features through training. However, the 
infant's ability to discriminate between the features of 
objects in motion, and to recognize them as being the same 
as the stable forms is a matter for investigation.
Bower (1974) concluded from several related studies 
that infants about 10-weeks of age do not identify a sta­
tionary object as being the same object when it moves. How­
ever, his experiments do not rule out the possibility that 
the infant's failure to demonstrate object permanence is 
due to a lack of attention to perceptual features of the 
objects, rather than to a deficit in their concept of the 
object. The present study demonstrated that 10-week-olds 
are capable of demonstrating featural discrimination with 
moving stimuli, if training is given to direct the infant's 
attention to details useful in differentiating the features 
of objects in their stationary form.
Two objects, a checkerboard cube and a bull's eye 
sphere, were simultaneously presented in their stable forms 
to 24 10-week-old infants. Half of the infants were trained 
to visually fixate the cube, while the remaining infants
viii
were reinforced for visual fixations to the stable sphere. 
Following this discrimination training with the two stable 
objects, the objects were set in motion in a generalization 
test. Infants were able to maintain the discrimination de­
spite the movement of the objects. They were able to respond 
to the object that they had been reinforced for fixating in 
the stable form, despite the motion suggesting some recog­
nition, or conservation, 9f its identity. Bower's (1974) 
hypothesis that the infant is unaware that movement is the 
change in position of an object was not supported. The 
present study suggests results such as Bower's may be due 
to the infant's inattention to relevant perceptual details.
ix
Infants' Discrimination of Moving and Stationary Form
What the visual world of the infant must be has been 
the source of prolonged controversy. Does a newborn see the 
world as does an adult, with relatively stable objects and 
events, or is it a mass of evanescent shadows or flashing 
colors, in William James' words, "buzzing confusion" (James, 
1950, p.488)? Is the ability to see a stable world innate, 
or must it be acquired through experience? Research on this 
question has resulted in support for both sides. Some aspects 
of an infant's ability to perceive his/her world, such as the 
ability to perceive depth, or the rapid approach of a moving 
object (Ball and Tronick, 1971), are fairly sophisticated 
even in the newborn. Other abilities, such as the recogni­
tion of a particular human face (Haaf and Bell, 1967), seem 
to develop very slowly with practice. Rather than asking if 
an infant's ability to perceive is innate or acquired, a more 
appropriate question may be, what are the relative contri­
butions of each, for any specific perceptual discrimination.
Having rephrased the question, Gibson (1970) has sug­
gested that the perceivable world can be divided into two 
catagories. One can perceive events in space, and one can 
also perceive objects and their features. Events in space 
include such things as the perception of depth at a drop-off, 
motion, occlusion, and the appearance or disappearance of 
objects. Perception of the features of objects includes the 
ability to recognize or discriminate one object from another
on the basis of its unique properties such as color, shape, 
or size. Perception of events requires a different type of 
vision than does the perception of objects. Events require 
ambient vision, the general use of the information inherent 
in ambient light, such as shadows or texture, without the 
need to focus the eyes. Objects, on the other hand, require 
focal vision in which the pupil of the eye must be focused 
directly on the object to be perceived (Trevarthen, 1968).
On the basis of her research, Gibson (1970) suggested that 
events in space are perceived very early by infants and may 
be said to be relatively innate. However, perception of the 
featural characteristics of objects develops much more slowly 
and appears to require considerable learning.
Within each of these two aspects, event perception and 
object perception, resides a more fundamental issue of pre­
cisely what is perceived. What is the effective stimulus?
In the perception of an event in space, such as movement, for 
example, a number of variables are present that specify 
motion. An infant may rely on the kinesthetic feedback from 
his/her own eye-movements rather than other cues to movement, 
such as occlusion. Harris, Cassel, and Bamborough (1974) in­
vestigated the infant's perception of motion using a tracking 
task. In their first experiment 16 infants in each of two age 
groups, 10- and 16-weeks, were exposed to two stimulus con­
ditions. In one condition a striped cylinder was made to 
move across a stationary, newsprint-covered screen. In the 
second condition both cylinder and screen moved at the same
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speed and in the same direction. When the object moved, 
relative to the screen, the infants exibited smooth tracking 
behavior. However, tracking was disrupted when both screen 
and object moved. To show that relative movement was the 
important variable and not just movement of the background, 
itself, a second study was done. Thirty-six infants, in 
three age groups, 14-, 21-, and 27-weeks, served as subjects. 
Each infant saw the same two stimulus conditions as the in­
fants in the first study, plus one new condition. The object 
and its background screen were moved together at the same 
speed, but in opposite directions. Infants exposed to this 
new condition were able to track the object smoothly.
Relative motion appeared to be necessary for smooth tracking, 
indicating infants, at all ages tested, were sensitive to 
the perceptual cue of successive occlusion of a visual field, 
specifying a moving object. The experimenters could then 
label the effective stimulus in this situation, the most 
salient aspect for the infant's accurate perception of the 
event. Similarly, in the perception of objects, certain as­
pects of them may be more salient, more attention-grabbing 
than others. The infant may notice size, for example, but 
not color. Size would then be the effective stimulus.
The purpose of the present study will be to examine 
these two aspects, the perception of events and the percep­
tion of objects, as they relate to the infant's ability to 
perceive and conserve the identity of an object. One cri­
terion of the ability to perceive and conserve the identity
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of an object is the ability to recognize the same object 
in a variety of situations. The degree to which an infant 
can demonstrate such recognition should indicate which as­
pects of the situation are most salient for him/her in per­
ceiving his/her world. What role experience may play in 
determining the salience of these aspects is also a central 
concern of the present study.
The review of the literature relevant to the present 
investigation will consist of two parts. First will be 
several studies concerned with the infant's perception of 
stable objects. Secor^^^^^^^^^^i^ipw a more complete review 
of research on jects in motion.
Throughout both given to the use
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pairs of test objects that could be exposed to view for brief 
periods. An experimenter could look through a peephole in 
the ceiling of the chamber and observe the image reflected 
in the pupils of the eyes of the infant below, and thereby 
determine which of the two test stimuli the infant was ob­
serving. If the infant consistently preferred one stimulus 
over another it was assumed that he/she was able to differen­
tiate a difference in form.
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of an object is the ability to recognize the same object 
in a variety of situations. The degree to which an infant 
can demonstrate such recognition should indicate which as­
pects of the situation are most salient for him/her in per­
ceiving his/her world. What role experience may play in 
determining the salience of these aspects is also a central 
concern of the present study.
The review of the literature relevant to the present 
investigation will consist of two parts. First will be 
several studies concerned with the infant's perception of 
stable objects. Secondly, will follow a more complete review 
of research on infants' perception of objects in motion. 
Throughout both sections attention will be given to the use 
of a learning versus a preference paradigm for exploring 
perceptual discrimination.
STABLE OBJECTS
Fantz (1961) reviewed a series of his experiments on 
form perception in infants. An apparatus was constructed 
with a crib inside a "looking chamber" of uniform color and 
illumination. Attached to the ceiling of the chamber were 
pairs of test objects that could be exposed to view for brief 
periods. An experimenter could look through a peephole in 
the ceiling of the chamber and observe the image reflected 
in the pupils of the eyes of the infant below, and thereby 
determine which of the two test stimuli the infant was ob­
serving. If the infant consistently preferred one stimulus 
over another it was assumed that he/she was able to differen­
tiate a difference in form.
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In the first experiment (Fantz :, 1958) infants of 1 to 
15 weeks of age were tested at weekly intervals. Four pairs 
of stimuli were randomly presented including horizontal 
stripes and a bull's eye design, a checkerboard and two sizes 
of plain square, a cross and a circle, and two identical tri­
angles. Results indicated that the amount of time an infant 
spent looking at various pairs of stimuli differed sharply.
The infants showed the strongest differential preferences 
for the horizontal stripes and the bull's eye, followed by 
the checkerboard and the square. The cross, circle, and two 
triangles did not arouse differential interest. Without de­
fining precisely what was meant by complexity, Fantz (1958) 
concluded that, generally, the more complex the pattern, the 
more attention it received. This indicated that the infant 
was at least capable of perceiving more than just blobs of 
light and dark.
Another experiment (Fantz, Ordy, and Udelf, 19 62) was 
conducted to investigate the infant's acuity. How well could 
he/she differentiate the details of patterns? Several pairs 
of test stimuli were presented. Each pair consisted of a 
black and white striped pattern and a gray square of equal 
brightness. The stripes varied in width in graded steps from 
one pattern to the next. Since the earlier study had shown 
that infants prefer patterns to plain stimuli, the finest 
width of striped pattern that was consistently preferred over 
the gray was a measure of acuity. The preference data from 
this acuity study indicated that even infants of less than 4 
weeks of age were able to see a 1/8 inch stripe when 10 inches 
away.
6.
In two other experiments Fantz (1965) examined pre­
ferences in terms of what Fantz called "primitive meaning". 
First, three flat, pink objects the size and shape of a head 
were presented. On one was painted a stylized face. A 
second had a "face" with all the same features of the first, 
but in a scrambled order. The remaining stimulus was painted 
solid black at one end to cover an area equal to that of the 
faces on the other two stimuli. Infants across all ages pre­
ferred the "real" face to the scrambled face, and largely 
ignored the control pattern. In the other experiment, the 
infants were shown to prefer solid spheres to flat circles.
The fact that the infant could discriminate flat from solid, 
3-dimensional figures, indicates that he/she is capable of 
depth perception to some degree. That he/she prefers a face 
to a stimulus with the same features arranged in a scrambled 
order indicates that the face has some meaning for the in­
fant, and indicates he/she may recognize it as a human face.
Fantz (1963) also investigated the "attention grabbing" 
effects of color on an infant's perception. Six flat disks, 
six inches across, were used as stimuli. Three were patterned, 
a bull's eye, a face, and a patch of newsprint, and three were 
plain but brightly colored, red, fluorescent yellow, and 
white.' They were presented one at a time against a blue back­
ground, and length of the infant's first glance was timed.
The face was the most interesting or attention-grabbing, fol­
lowed by the newsprint and the bull's eye. The three colors 
trailed far behind and were never the first choice of any 
infant.
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This series of studies indicates that an infant can 
perceive form. His/her acuity is not as good as that of an 
adult, but it is, nevertheless, sufficient to insure that 
he/she is seeing more than evanescent shadows and blurs of 
meaningless color. He/she prefers complex patterns to plain 
homogeneous surfaces, regardless of color, solids to two- 
dimensional surfaces, and faces to any other stimulus tested. 
As an explanation for these preferences Fantz pointed out the 
infant is basing his/her perception on cues most likely to 
remain stable. Color and brightness, for example, change 
with illumination, outline changes with point of view, but 
pattern, the texture and arrangement of details, can be relied 
on to be the same under diverse conditions. At any rate,
Fantz (1970) has shown that infants can both resolve and dis­
criminate as well as differentially attend to the visual pat­
tern, or featural characteristics of stationary objects.
There is evidence that lack of a preference in Fantz1s 
results does not necessarily indicate an inability, on the 
part of the infant, to discriminate. It may be that the child 
perceives the difference, but has an equal liking for both 
patterns, staring equally long at both. In such cases an 
operant discrimination technique might prove useful in sep­
arating lack of preference from inability to discriminate.
Using infants 7 to 12 weeks of age, in a Fantz-like 
preference test, McKenzie and Day (1971) demonstrated the 
infants had no preference for horizontal versus vertical 
striped patterns. The orientation of the stripe made no
difference in the length of the infant's visual fixation to 
either pattern. The experimenters then used an operant 
technique to teach the infants to respond with a left head 
turn to one of the striped patterns, and a right turn in the 
presence of the other pattern. Infants were able to learn 
this discrimination, indicating an ability to perceive the 
orientation of the stripes, despite a lack of preference for 
the horizontal or the vertical. Fantz's (1961) technique 
can be used to show what an infant prefers to fixate. An 
operant discrimination technique can shed further light on 
this same perceptual problem by demonstrating what the infant 
is capable of seeing.
A second operant procedure that has provided unique 
information for perceptual researchers is that of general­
ization. If a subject is trained to respond in a particular 
stimulus situation, his/her response should, theoretically, 
"generalize" to other stimulus situations. That is, it will 
tend to occur in other situations besides the original train­
ing environment. Situations the infant perceives as being 
most like the original training situation should elicit more 
responding, greater generalization, than those the infant 
perceives as being very different from the original. The 
experimenter may systematically change the original stimulus 
along various dimensions and, by observing the infant's 
response rates to each change, determine which dimensions are 
the more salient, or noticible for the infant.
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Bower (1964) used the operant technique of general­
ization to investigate size constancy and the perception of 
distance in infants between the ages of 2 and 20 weeks. The 
infant was placed in a padded infant seat and trained to make 
a head turning response. A head movement of a few degrees 
to the right or left was sufficient to close a micro-switch 
embedded in the padding of the seat. Reinforcement consisted 
of a brief exposure to a smiling adult experimenter, in a 
variation of the "peek-a-boo" game often played with very 
young infants. This reinforcer was shown to be capable of 
maintaining the response rate of infants as young as two 
weeks for as many as 400 responses without apparent fatigue 
(Bower, 1966b). In the first experiment the infants were 
trained to make this response on a variable-ratio 5 schedule 
of reinforcement, only in the presence of a white stimulus 
cube that was 12 inches on a side and placed 3 feet from the 
child's eyes. After an hour of such training the perceptual 
abilities of the infants were tested using a generalization 
procedure in extinction. Three new stimuli were introduced, 
a 12 inch cube place 9 feet away, a 3 6 inch cube placed 9 
feet away, and a 36 inch cube placed 3 feet away. The ori­
ginally conditioned stimulus and these three new stimuli 
were presented to the infant for four 30-second periods, in 
a counterbalanced order, and the number of responses the 
infant made to each was recorded.
It was assumed that the conditioned stimulus would 
elicit the most responses, but the number of responses made
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to the other three stimuli would reflect the degree of similar­
ity the infant perceived between each of them and the original 
conditioned stimulus. If the infant had neither size const­
ancy nor the ability to perceive distance, then the 3 6 inch 
cube 9 feet away should have appeared most like the conditioned 
stimulus because they both projected the same size retinal 
image. If the infant could perceive distance, but did not 
have size constancy, he/she should have responded more to 
the 36 inch cube placed 3 feet away. If the infant had size 
constancy but could not perceive distance, then the 12 inch 
cube placed 9 feet away should have elicited more responding. 
Finally, if the infant could perceive distance and had size 
constancy as well, it was predicted that he/she would respond 
about equally as often to the 12 inch cube placed 9 feet away, 
and to the 3 6 inch cube 3 feet away, whereas the 3 6 inch cube 
9 feet away would elicit the fewest responses. Results in­
dicated an average of 102.7 responses to the conditioned 
stimulus, 66.03 responses on the average to the 12 inch cube 
placed 9 feet away, 54.1 responses to the 36 inch cube placed 
3 feet away, and an average of 22.93 responses to the 36 inch 
cube placed 9 feet away. The infant does not appear to 
rely only on retinal image, but seems to utilize real distance 
and real size in his/her perception of objects.
A second experiment (Bower, 1965) was designed to dis­
cover what particular cues the infants were using to judge 
size and distance. Three possibilities were examined; 1) 
binocular parallax - the fact that the infant receives a
11.
slightly different view from each eye, 2) motion parallax - 
the possibility that the infant, by moving his/her head, can 
pick up slightly different views of an object, and 3) pictoral 
cues - such as shadows, perspective, coloring, etc. Three 
groups of infants ages 2 to 2 0 weeks were tested. One group 
wore a patch over one eye so that they could not register 
binocular parallax. A second group, instead of viewing real 
stimuli, were shown projected slides. These had pictoral 
cues but lacked both binocular parallax and motion parallax.
A third group wore special stereoscopic goggles and viewed 
stereograms of the various stimuli. This group could utilize 
binocular parallax and pictoral cues but lacked motion paral­
lax. The training procedure, stimuli, and test procedures 
were similar to those used in the earlier experiment by 
Bower (1964) .
Results for the group with the eye patch were similar 
to those of the unrestricted infants in the first experiment 
(Bower, 1964). The conditioned stimulus, a 30 cm. cube placed 
1 m. away elicited an average of 101 responses, a 30 cm. cube 
3 m. away, and a 90 cm. cube 1 m. away elicited an average of 
60 and 53 responses, respectively, and a 90 cm. cube 3 m. 
away elicited an average of only 22 responses. The group 
viewing the slides responded quite differently, however. For 
this group the conditioned stimulus elicited 96 responses on 
the average, the 30 cm. cube 3 m. away and the 90 cm. cube 
1 m. away elicited an average of 52 and 44 responses, respectively, 
and the 90 cm. cube 3 m. away elicited an average of 96 responses.
With only pictoral cues, the responses of this group seemed 
to be determined solely by the projected size of the cubes 
on the retina. The pictoral cues were not utilized and may 
not have been detected. The infants wearing the goggles 
preventing the use of motion parallax differed from the un­
restricted infants also. Their responses suggested some 
size constancy, but less than was shown by the unrestricted 
infants or by the infants wearing the eye patch. The con­
ditioned stimulus elicited an average of 94 responses, the 
30 cm. cube at 3 m. and the 90 cm. cube at 1 m. elicited an 
average of 44 and 40 responses, respectively, and the 90 cm. 
cube at 3 m. elicited an average of 32 responses. Thus, according 
to these results, it appears that motion parallax is the most 
effective cue to the infant's perception of stable objects 
at a distance, and for his/her ability to maintain size 
constancy. Binocular parallax is second in importance in 
this task. However, pictoral cues do not appear to be uti­
lized by the infant.
. This same operant technique was applied by Bower (1966a) 
in a second series of experiments on shape constancy and slant 
perception in infants. In these experiments infants were 
between 50 and 60 days old, and the conditioned stimulus 
was a wooden rectangle 25 X 50 cm. placed 2 m. away from the 
infant's eyes, and turned 45° from the frontoparallel plane.
The three test stimuli were: 1) the same rectangle placed on 
the frontoparallel plane, at right angles to the infant's 
line of sight, 2 m. away, 2) a trapezoid in the frontoparallel
13.
plane that projected the same retinal image as the condit­
ioned stimulus, and 3) a trapezoid placed at a 45° angle to 
the frontoparallel plane. If the infant could perceive shape 
constancy it was predicted that stimulus 1), the rectangle, 
would elicit more responses than the trapezoids in either 
position. If, on the other hand, retinal shape alone deter­
mines the similarity of the test stimulus to the conditioned 
stimulus, then stimulus 2), the trapezoid in the fronto­
parallel plane, should be preferred over the rectangle in 
the frontoparallel plane or the trapezoid at 45°. Results 
indicated that, while the conditioned stimulus elicited an 
average of 51 responses, the rectangle in the frontoparallel 
plane elicited an average of 45.13 responses, and the trape­
zoids in the frontoparallel plane and at 45° received 28.50 
and 26 responses, respectively. Obviously , infants were 
responding to real shape and not to retinal shape. Moreover, 
the difference in the average number of responses made to 
the conditioned stimulus and the average number of responses 
made to the same rectangle in the frontoparallel plane was 
not statistically significant. The infants did not appear 
to be discriminating between orientations of the same object.
Accordingly, a second experiment was designed to see 
if the infant was capable of differentiating orientation as 
a cue. Three groups of 50 to 60 day old infants were trained, 
each with a different set of stimuli. For one group the con­
ditioned stimulus was a rectangle turned 5° from the parallel 
position. The three test stimuli were the same rectangle
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turned 15°, 30°, and 45°. Projective shape and orientation 
varied, but real shape was held constant. A second group 
had a trapezoid in the parallel plane as its conditioned 
stimulus. This trapezoid's retinal image was the same as 
that projected by the rectangle in the 5° position used as 
the conditioned stimulus in the first group. The three 
test stimuli for the second group were trapezoids in the 
parallel plane that projected retinal images equivalent to 
those of the three rectangular test stimuli of the first 
group. Thus, for the second group, real shape and projective 
shape varied, but orientation was held constant. For a 
third group the rectangles used with the first group were 
hidden by a screen with a viewing hole cut into it. The 
body of each rectangle could be seen, but not its edges.
Thus, real shape and projective shape remained constant and 
orientation alone varied.
Results indicated poorest discrimination among infants 
in the first group, who tended to respond to all four test 
stimuli alike, ignoring the orientation differences of the 
rectangles. Group 2, with the trapezoids, and Group 3, with 
the partially hidden rectangles, showed very clear discrimin­
ations, however, indicating that the infants were capable of 
utilizing both real shape (and therefore projective shape) 
and orientation as cues. The poorer performance of the infants 
in Group 1 is an indication that real shape is a much more 
salient, or dominant, perceptual cue than either orientation 
or projective shape. This result is in keeping with the
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findings of McKenzie and Day (1971). Their study indicated 
infants in a Fantz (1961) preference task stared equally long 
at horizontal striped patterns as they did at vertically 
striped patterns. Yet these same infants were able to 
learn an operant discrimination with these two striped pat­
terns. The implication is that, while capable of perceiving 
orientation, infants are not particularly sensitive to it 
as a cue.
Using the same operant paradigm, a third and final 
series of experiments (Bower, 19 67a) was conducted to study 
the Gestaltist principle of completion in infants. In this 
study 50 to 60 day old infants were conditioned to respond 
to a black wire triangle with a black iron bar placed across 
it. Four test stimuli were then presented in the general­
ization test; 1) a black wire triangle without the bar,
2) a pentagon with a diamond shape at the top, 3) a trapezoid 
with a small triangle above it, and 4) a wire triangle with 
a blank space, or gap in it. Each of these four stimuli 
could have conceivably been constructed from the original 
conditioned stimulus without the bar across it. However, if 
the infant were using the principle of completion of a "best 
form", Gestalt theory would predict that the plain wire tri­
angle, test stimulus 1, would be perceived by the infant as 
being most similar to the original conditioned stimulus.
Results showed that the infants responded an average 
of 42 times to the completed wire triangle, stimulus 1. The 
remaining three test stimuli received an average of 18.25,
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17.25, and 20 responses, respectively. Assuming none of the 
infants had had training with triangles previously, Bower 
concluded the results were due to an innate perceptual or­
ganization principle of completion rather than to learning 
or experience. While one might question this assumption 
about the infant's experience, the fact remains that infants 
were capable of making some fine feature differentiations 
in this study.
In a second experiment infants were presented with 
projected slides of these same stimuli rather than the tri­
angular objects themselves. Results indicated no particular 
preferences of the infant for any of the four test stimuli. 
Again, as in the size and distance experiments, the infants 
failed to make use of retinal or pictoral cues. Performances 
instead appeared to depend on cues such as motion or binocular 
parallax.
In summary, these three sets of studies indicate a 
number of relevant findings as to what the infant is capable 
of perceiving as well as what he/she actually seems to 
utilize (Bower, 1966b). He/she can perceive both size and 
distance, principally by using motion parallax, but also by 
utilizing binocular parallax to a degree. He/she does not 
seem to make use of pictoral cues inherent in the retinal 
image in his/her perception of size or distance. He/she is 
able to perceive slant or orientation differences in objects 
when real shape as well as projective shape is held constant. 
He/she is also able to perceive real shape and projective
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shape when orientation is constant. Yet, he/she is not able 
to maintain real shape constancy and orientation discrimin­
ation at the same time. Real shape becomes the more salient 
cue. Finally, the infant shows the organizing principle of 
completion, but only with three dimensional figures, indicat­
ing again his/her failure to utilize pictoral cues, at least 
in his/her perception of the stationary stimuli tested.
Bower (1967b) attempted to determine whether or not 
infants could maintain existence constancy over various 
kinds of transformations. An object can be made to appear 
and disappear in a number of ways, some of which, for adults, 
signify that the object is still there, while others indicate 
it has been annihilated. An apparatus was constructed to 
perform various illusory appearances and disappearances of 
objects. It consisted of an L-shaped alleyway, both arms 
of which were identical in color and illumination. The in­
fant was placed so as to view only one of the alley's arms 
through a half-silvered mirror. The remaining arm could be 
seen reflected in the mirror, but only when it was illumin­
ated. In addition, a screen of the same material as the 
alleyway could be dragged across the entrance to either alley 
arm to hide any objects within.
Twenty infants, ages 49 to 55 days, were trained to 
make a non-nutritive sucking response on a special pacifyer- 
recorder. Their reinforcement consisted of a 15-second tape 
recording of a female voice addressing the infant. The in­
fant was then placed in front of the alleyway so as to view
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a red and white sphere within one alley arm. The remaining 
alley arm was not illuminated and thus could not be seen.
The infant was trained to make a sucking response only to 
the sight of this sphere, after which the reinforcement was 
discontinued and the sphere made to disappear in one of four 
ways; 1) local, gradual, non-perspective change - the illum­
ination in the original alley was gradually dimmed while that 
of the second arm was gradually brightened so that it was 
seen in the mirror. The sphere appeared to dissolve from 
view; 2) local, sudden, non-perspective change - this re­
sembled the change described in 1), except that the illum­
ination changes in the two alley arms were sudden, the sphere 
appeared to implode, 3) local, gradual, perspective change - 
the screen was dragged slowly across the alley until it 
filled the alley and hid the sphere completely, and 4) local, 
sudden, perspective change - as in 2), the illumination in 
the two alley arms was suddenly changed, but, in addition, a 
screen was already in place filling the second alley arm. A 
fifth group of infants was left with the sphere as it had 
appeared in their training sessions. When reinforcement was 
discontinued this group was allowed to extinguish normally.
Results indicated that the only conditions which 
elicited any sucking responses were 3), using the slowly 
moving screen, and 5), the control condition. To Bower this 
indicated that in gradual, local, perspective changes the 
infant still believes the object exists and therefore con­
tinues responding. However, sudden or non-perspective
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effect found for either block or sex, and simple effects 
tests shed no further light on the interaction obtained. The 
effect is marginal at best. The lack of an interaction of 
blocks X sex X groups (F(3,60) = .6651, £ = .58024) indicates 
this result in no way influences the interpretation of the 
main effect for groups.
In summary, the results of the discrimination testing 
with stable objects indicated infants were able to respond 
differentially to the two stationary forms. This result 
was consistent with by Bower's hypothe-
sis and by the h y p o t J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ k u d y . Results of 
the with data
indicated infants t discriminative
responding when ;n This
contradicts the , but supports the
hypothesis of the prese^^^^^^^^^^H^^-s, if trained to attend 
to relevant featural differences, can indicate recognition of 
the features of objects that are in motion. Failure to 
demonstrate recognition of moving objects in Bower's studies 
may be due to inattention on the infant's part, rather than to 
a deficit in his concept of the object and its ability to 
move.
Having shown that recognition of the features of 
moving forms is possible for 10-week-olds, the various 
parameters influehcing this ability can be investigated.
For example, at some point the speed of the movement must 
affect discriminability. At some point movement must be so
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changes meant that the object was no longer there, and thus 
elicited no further responding.
A replication of this experiment was performed 
(Bower, 1967b) using heartrate or startle, as a response 
measure rather than rate of sucking. The assumption was 
that if changes that are sudden or non-perspective violate 
the infant's expectations of how an object should act, he/she 
should show his/her surprize in a change in heartrate. Results, 
however, showed no particular effects on heartrate for any of 
the changes. Sucking rate, on the other hand, showed a de­
crement, but only during gradual, perspective changes. If 
sucking rate decrement was a measure of surprize, then in­
fants in this study were surprized by gradual, perspective 
changes, and not by sudden, non-perspective changes such as 
implosions. These results did not fit well with those of 
the previous study. Bower hypothesized that the sucking 
decrement might be due, not to surprize, but to anticipation, 
on the. infant's part. That is, Bower hypothesized that the 
infant believed the object would reappear, and was waiting 
for it.
Accordingly, 12 infants from the impermanence con­
ditions of the second experiment received further training.
The gradual, perspective change of dragging a screen slowly 
in front of the sphere was modified. Instead of stopping 
when it filled the alley, it moved on to re-reveal the sphere. 
Two total-sphere occlusion intervals of 5 seconds or 15 
seconds were also used. These intervals were determined on
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the basis of data from the previous study which showed that 
once the screen had filled the alley and stopped, no infant 
had resumed sucking before 7 seconds had elapsed, and no in­
fant had taken longer than 11 seconds to resume sucking. It 
was reasoned that when the stimulus appeared after only 5 
seconds infants who were anticipating its reappearance would 
then begin sucking. With the longer interval it was hypo­
thesized that the infants would either have given up hope 
or forgotten the sphere by the end of 15 seconds, and would 
therefore show startle at its reappearance. This hypothesis 
was confirmed. The reappearance of the sphere after only 5 
seconds facilitated the resumption of sucking, while its re­
appearance after 15 seconds caused a response decrement.
This method thus provided an indication of existence constancy 
in infants, as well as a way of measuring its duration.
Another way of possibly measuring memory in the in­
fant is through the use of the operant method of delayed 
feedback, or displacement. Varying the temporal and/or 
spacial intervals between a required operant response and its 
reinforcer, or between one response and another, may allow 
the experimenter to measure the infant's ability to conserve 
a contingency over time and/or space. An example of this 
technique is that of Millar (1972). With 4 to 8 month old 
infants, Millar measured hand-pulling behavior by attaching 
two cords to two switches, and pinning each cord to the in­
fant' s sleeves. The infant was then placed before a panel 
of colored lights which could be lighted in a visual display
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by the experimenter as a reinforcer. For some infants 
reinforcement followed a hand-pulling response immediately 
(zero-delay). Other groups of infants received a reinforce­
ment after a 1, 2, or 3 second delay following their response.
Results showed infants with a 3-second delay between 
response and reinforcement failed to conserve the contin­
gency, and responded the same as infants receiving non­
contingent stimulation. One-second and 2-second delay groups 
learned the contingency, but not as quickly or as well as 
infants with zero delay. Two seconds appeared to be the cut­
off point for learning in this situation. Memory for the 
existence of an object may be longer than memory necessary 
to conserve a contingent relationship.
In a fourth experiment Bower (1967b) exposed 24 in­
fants, ages 44 to 50 days, to a series of gradual, perspec­
tive changes. The occlusion intervals were again either 5 
or 15 seconds, but, in addition, the speed at which the 
screen moved across the alley was also varied. The dis­
appearance rates were 25, 50, and 75 cm. per second. In 
addition, the instantaneous disappearance condition from 
the first experiment was used. The illumination in the two 
alley arms was suddenly changed, so that at one moment the 
infant was viewing the object in one alley, and in the next 
moment could see only the second alleyway with a screen al­
ready in place across it. Results again indicated that re­
appearance of the object after only 5 seconds facilitated the 
resumption of sucking, while its reappearance after 15 seconds
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caused a response decrement. The novel finding, however, 
was the effect of the different disappearance rates. The 
instantaneous disappearance brought a decrement, as was ex­
pected, but so did the 75 cm. rate. For these infants the 
75 cm. per second rate could not be discriminated from an in­
stantaneous disappearance. Possibly their visual systems 
have a low temporal resolution. Things that move or dis­
appear too quickly elicit non-existence constancy responses. 
At any rate, infants exhibited existence constancy in a 
number of situations. Objects in their environment do appear 
to have some permanence for infants.
Whether or not these objects also have the properties 
of solidarity for infants was the subject of a further series 
of experiments (Bower, 1971) . It may be possible for the 
infant to exibit existence constancy without expecting an 
object to have tactile properties. That objects have solid, 
tactile qualities may have to be learned through experience 
in handling them, apart from merely seeing them.
A shadow casting device was used to project the image 
of an object on a screen. The infant was placed on the other 
side of the screen, and fitted with special goggles. The 
result was a very realistic stereoscopic view of the object. 
It appeared very real and tangible, at least to the experi­
menter, on the infant's side of the screen, and within his/ 
her reach, yet it was an illusion. The infant who attempted 
to grasp the object would find only empty air.
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Infants between 16 and 2 4 weeks of age were randomly 
presented with the real object or with the illusion, and 
their reactions were recorded (Bower, Broughton, and Moore, 
1970). Surprize was defined by observers in terms of facial 
expression and crying behavior. Also, the number of times 
the infant attempted to grasp the object was recorded. No 
infant showed surprize when his/her hand touched the real 
object. Every infant, however, showed marked surprize when 
he/she failed to touch the illusory object. In other words, 
the infants appeared to have expected the illusory object 
to have tactile consequences, and were surprized when it did 
not. If the infant learns that objects have tactile conse­
quences, therefore, he/she must do so sometime before the age 
of 16 weeks.
Infants of less than 16 weeks often do not have the 
eye-hand coordination to make a directed attempt to grasp 
an object. Therefore, the above design had to be modified 
for use with younger subjects. It is at this point in Bower's 
research that he began to make use of moving objects as 
stimuli. Since it is the thesis of the present study that 
motion, in and of itself, may add a critical variable to the 
infant's ability to perceive an object, it will be best to 
summarize the information collected to date on what the in­
fant can perceive of stable objects, before going on to those 
in motion.
In general, the infant's world is not the confusion 
that William James (1950) suggested. Fantz's (1961) findings
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indicate the infant sees much more of the details of objects 
than was previously suggested. Up to a point, the infant 
is attracted by complex patterns such as checkerboards or 
newsprint, rather than simpler plain surfaces. Color does 
not appear to be the dominant, attention-grabbing, variable 
it was once thought to be, since the infant preferred pat­
terned stimuli over simple colored stimuli. That he/she 
can discriminate solids from two-dimensional stimuli indicates 
some ability to perceive depth. That he/she prefers real 
faces to similar forms with scrambled features indicates that 
he/she not only perceives the featural details of the stimulus, 
but also that it has some meaning for him/her. Finally, 
that he/she can differentiate a 1/8 inch width of stripe is 
an indication that, while he/she lacks the acuity of an 
adult, his/her visual capacity is sufficient to allow him/ 
her to perceive a wealth of featural detail in his/her world. 
The use of an operant discrimination technique by McKenzie 
and Day (1971) in conjunction with Fantz1s visual preference 
method, indicated what the infant prefers to look at, can be 
separated from what he/she is capable of perceiving. Though 
infants looked equally long at striped patterns in either 
horizontal or vertical orientation in Fantz's procedure, 
McKenzie and Day (1971) were able to teach infants an operant 
discrimination based on orientation. Other featural details 
which do not show differential fixation times with the Fantz 
procedure, such as color, may also be shown to be discriminable 
with this operant approach. Bower's (1964, 1965, 1966b, 1967a,
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1967b) research provides a slightly different focus. Rather 
than specific stimulus attributes his studies begin with the 
assumption that the infant is seeing objects in his world, 
and concentrate on trying to determine how sophisticated the 
infant's concept of an object really is. He has demonstrated 
that infants are capable of size constancy, and therefore 
can perceive distance. What is more, to do this they seem 
to rely on motion parallax, primarily, but are also able to 
use binocular parallax. They did not use the pictoral cues 
inherent in the retinal image. This is interesting if only 
because Fantz (1961) and McKenzie and Day (1971) have shown 
clearly that infants are capable of perceiving these features. 
Though they are able to see the pictoral cues, they do not 
use them to judge size or distance. Other cues are more 
salient. In investigating shape constancy and slant per­
ception in infants, Bower (1966a) found a similar result.
The infant tended to respond on the basis of real shape 
rather than retinal, or projective shape, though he/she 
was capable of using projective shape as a cue in other 
situations. Also, though the infant was capable of per­
ceiving differences in slant, or orientation, he/she tended 
to ignore such information when real shape remained constant. 
Real shape, apparently, was the more dominant cue. Indic­
ations are that what the infant is capable of perceiving and 
what he/she actually uses to determine his/her response may 
be two different things. He/she does not appear to use all 
the information available. This suggests the need for further
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research on variables influencing selective attention, or 
weighting, given to cues for such perceptual discriminations.
In addition to being able to see an object, Bower 
(1967b) and Bower, Broughton, and Moore (1970), indicate that 
the infant believes they have some permanence even when out 
of sight, and have solidarity as well. He/she will anti­
cipate the reappearance of an object that has undergone a 
gradual, local perspective change, and expects it to have 
tactile properties. This anticipation response for the 
reappearance of an object seems to be dependent on the length 
of time the object remains occluded. More than a few seconds 
out of sight seems to result in "out of sight, out of mind" 
behavior. Thus Bower's (1967b) method may lead to information 
about memory in the infant. An operant technique using de­
layed feedback, or displacement, may also prove useful in 
this respect. Varying the spacial or temporal delay between 
response and reinforcement may indicate the effect of these 
variables on the infant's ability to conserve a contingency 
(Millar, 1972).
In relation to Gibson's (1970) hypothesis that the 
perceivable world could be divided into two categories, 
events in space, and objects, and that space perception de­
velops more quickly, the literature reviewed so far seems to 
support this notion. The infant uses binocular or motion 
parallax over featural cues, indicating that they are more 
salient for him/her. His/her perceptual acuity is not that 
of the adult by any means. Yet, that he/she can perceive
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the features of objects is also evident, and it may be 
possible to increase the salience of pictoral cues for the 
infant through training. Operant techniques may be parti­
cularly useful in this respect. In addition to the dis­
crimination, generalization, and delayed feedback techniques 
already discussed, two additional methods may prove of 
interest to researchers in infant information processing.
The first is that of conjugate reinforcement, in which the 
infant's response rate is directly related to the rate, or 
amount, of reinforcement he/she receives. Rovee and Rovee 
(1969), for example, attached the infant's foot to a mobile 
via a string and observed the number of foot movements 
that occurred. For these 9- to 12-week old infants, foot- 
kicking was essentially reinforced by the visual display 
of the moving mobile. An equal number of control subjects 
were observed. The experimenters moved their mobile non- 
contingently. Results showed a significant difference in the 
number of kicks made for the two groups. Foot kicks in the 
conjugate reinforcement group became so rapid that observers 
could not keep up with them through the 15-minute session. 
Responding in the non-contingent group did not increase over 
the 15-minutes.
Perhaps, the more rewarding the contingent stimulation 
is for the infant, the more he/she will respond to obtain it. 
By varying the kind of feedback the infant receives, colored 
lights, music, etc., the experimenter may be able to deter­
mine what the infant prefers by way of reinforcement. The
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method may be sensitive enough for the experimenter to 
determine if the infant is able to notice changes along 
various dimensions in his/her reinforcer, and reflect this 
sensitivity in his/her response rate. For example, one 
might vary color, size, or complexity of the Rovee and Rovee 
(1969) mobile to see if it affects the infant's performance.
The fifth possible operant technique is that of 
satiation, or habituation. Redundancy of a reinforcing 
event can be varied with groups of infants over equal periods 
of time. Caron, Caron, and Caldwell (1971) trained infants 
3 1/2 months old to make a 20° head turn response. Various 
colored slides were presented contingent upon each turn as 
reinforcement. Some infants saw the same slide over and 
over, however, while others saw more than one slide. Results 
indicated that infants with less redundancy, or slide 
repetition, responded more than did infants who saw the 
same slide over and over. The greater the variety of rein­
forcing slides, the greater was the rate of response. Adapt­
ing this to information processing, an experimenter could 
obtain a measure of the infant's interest, or value, for 
each reinforcer by his/her differential rates of responding.
A less interesting reinforcer should satiate more quickly 
than a more interesting, or stimulating, reinforcer. The 
experimenter may be able to determine the infant's preferred 
stimulus dimensions in this way. In addition, once the in­
fant habituated to a particular reinforcer, the experimenter 
might change the reinforcer along some dimension. If the
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dimension were salient for the infant, his/her rate of re­
sponding should show recovery to some extent. All of these 
operant procedures could, potentially, yield unique infor­
mation to the question of what the infant can perceive in 
objects.
MOVING OBJECTS
Gibson (1970) categorized the perceivable world into 
the perception of objects, and the perception of events in 
space. While the first part of the literature review 
reported a number of studies related to the perception of 
stationary objects, the second part will be more related 
to the perception of events in space. Of particular interest 
are those studies investigating the effect of motion on the 
infant's perception of objects.
Bower, Broughton, and Moore (1970) tested younger 
infants in order to see if a transitional period of object 
perception could be found, a period when the infant could 
see an object, but did not seem to expect it to have solid 
properties. Preliminary studies with 40 two-week-old in­
fants indicated that objects moving rapidly toward their 
faces did not elicit a defensive reaction of any kind, not 
even a blink. However, these first 40 subjects had been 
tested while lying on their backs in a prone position, and 
appeared to be half-asleep. Infants of the same age held 
in an upright, or semi-upright position, showed completely 
different reactions. Clearly defensive reactions of with-
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drawing the head, and putting the hands in front of the face, 
and crying, were made in response to the rapidly approach­
ing objects. What is more, these reactions occurred only 
to approaching objects, not to retreating objects. It 
appears that even by the second week of life the infant 
expects a seen object to have tactile consequences. On the 
basis of such findings Bower argued that the infant did not 
have to learn that the objects had solidarity by gradually 
learning to coordinate touch and vision. It is evident 
that the infant perceives the direction of movement and per­
haps some of the characteristics of the object itself. Also, 
it seems to be of some importance to note the position of 
the infant when the effect of the stimulus upon him/her is 
being measured.
The infant's reaction to impending collision was 
also studied by Ball and Tronick (1971). Three groups of 
eight infants, ages 2 to 5, 5 to 8, and 8 to 11 weeks, were 
tested to see if any transitional age effects could be 
determined. Each infant was seated before a screen, behind 
which was a shadow casting device. The virtual image of a 
5 X 5 X 5  cm. cube, moving toward the infant's face at 12 cm. 
per second could be produced. The object appeared to follow 
a path that would lead to collision with the infant, or a 
miss path. It could also be made to appear flat, or two- 
dimensional, rather than solid.
A second group of seven infants, ages 3 to 6 weeks, 
was exposed to a real 30 X 30 X 30 cm. cube which approached
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their faces at 17 cm. per second on a direct hit or a miss 
path. Their reactions to the real object were essentially 
the same as those of the infants viewing the virtual images, 
so the experimenters assumed the shadow casting device was 
effective in producing a realistic object.
Results were recorded with a T.V. camera and a micro­
phone, and, in general, confirmed those of Bower, Broughton, 
and Moore (1970). Descriptively, infants reacted very dif­
ferently to objects on collision paths than they did to 
objects on miss paths. During direct hits, infants gave a 
full avoidance response of raising their arms and pulling 
their heads back, looking toward the ceiling, and stiffening 
of the body. On miss paths, the infant slowly turned head 
and eyes slong the object's trajectory, a tracking response. 
Arms were raised but there was no pulling back of the head 
or stiffening of the body.
Neither age nor its interaction with hit or miss path­
way was found to have an effect. Nor was there any effect or 
interaction for flat versus solid objects. Earlier re­
search has shown infants are sensitive to dimensionality and 
prefer three-dimensional solids to two-dimensional, flat 
objects (Fantz, 1961). However, when collision is involved 
whether the object is flat or solid does not seem to matter. 
Overall, the results support those of Bower, Broughton, and 
Moore (1970). Infants even as young as 2 to 5 weeks appear 
to be aware of the tactile properties of objects. Ball and 
Tronick's (1971) research also demonstrates that infants are
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sensitive to the trajectory an object will follow. They can 
judge, or predict, whether an object is on a collision or a 
miss path, and react appropriately, indicating a rather sophis­
ticated tracking ability.
Bower, Broughton, and Moore (1971) extended the earlier 
work with existence constancy in infants (Bower, 1967b), in 
a second series of studies. Instead of dragging a screen 
at various speeds in front of a stationary object as Bower 
(1967b) had done, the screen was made stationary and the 
object, itself, was moved from side to side behind it. It 
was reasoned that an infant observing a moving object go be­
hind a screen, if he/she believed the object had permanence, 
should anticipate its reappearance by looking to the other 
side of the screen. If on the other hand, he/she does not 
conserve the permanence of the object, he/she should not 
anticipate its reappearance. His/her gaze should stop at the 
point where the object disappeared.
Eight-week old infants were placed 1 meter away from 
a screen. A  stimulus moved along a track to the screen and 
went behind it. Two cameras located behind the screen and 
aligned with the infant's face, recorded to which side of 
the screen the infant directed his/her gase. Results in­
dicated that in every case the infant's gaze was directed to 
the opposite side of the screen. This result was interpreted 
as indicating anticipation of the reappearance of the object.
A study on existence constancy and the development of 
the object concept in young infants was also done by Nelson
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(1971). A toy train set was used as a stimulus. The train 
followed an oval track in full view of the infant, with the 
exception of one section of track occluded by a tunnel. The 
tunnel was 2 7 inches in length. The experimenter was inter­
ested in seeing if the infant would stop his/her gaze at the 
tunnel entrance where the train disappeared, or whether the 
infant would anticipate the train's reappearance by looking 
to the tunnel's exit. Forty infants, about 5 months of age, 
were tested.
Two identical trains were positioned out of the in­
fant's view, one at either end of the tunnel. Train A 
moved out of the tunnel into view, traveled around the track, 
reentered the tunnel, and stopped. Meanwhile, train B moved 
inside the tunnel to take up the initial position of train 
A. Train B then appeared in place of train A, at the time 
train A would have traversed the tunnel, given its speed of 
occlusion. This procedure eliminated the sound of train A's 
movement within the tunnel as a cue for the infant's tracking 
behavior. Although the Nelson (1971) apparatus permitted 
systematic control over time from entrance to exit of the 
tunnel, this variable was not explored. After a number of 
trials, train A was made to reverse direction within the 
tunnel and reappear at the tunnel entrance. The tracking 
situation was then reversed. "Anticipation" was defined as 
any eye movement toward the tunnel exit following train A's 
occlusion, and prior to train B's appearance. Results showed 
that infants tended to look at the point of train A's dis­
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appearance during the first few trials. However, each succe­
eding trial showed the infant's gaze moving more toward the 
tunnel exit. Infants were also able to spot the train as 
it emerged from the tunnel more quickly over trials. Re­
versal of the train's direction disrupted the anticipatory 
responses. Infants did not appear to have learned a general 
rule to search for the train at the opposite end of the tunnel. 
Instead, they again began by stopping at the point of dis­
appearance and gradually "anticipated" over trials.
There are two aspects of Nelson (1971) that may explain 
the differences between this study and that of Bower,
Broughton, and Moore (1971). The first of these is the length 
of Nelson's (1971) tunnel, compared to that of Bower et a l 's 
(1971) screen, and their relationships to the speeds of the 
objects. Bower, Broughton, and Moore (1971) used a screen 
15 cm. long, and an object that moved at 10 cm. per second. 
Thus, the object should have been occluded by the screen for 
about 1.5 seconds, given its speed of occlusion. Nelson's 
(1971) tunnel was approximately 68.58 cm., yet he states the 
object took only 1.86 seconds to traverse the tunnel. Nelson's 
(1971) object must have been moving at a greater rate of speed 
than was the object used by Bower, Broughton, and Moore 
(1971). Greater speed may affect the infant's ability to re­
solve the features of the object, making it more likely that 
he/she would track the movement alone. Speed also might 
affect the infant's ability to control his/her head and eye 
movements. He/she may have more trouble stopping at the point
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where the movement ends. Bower et al.'s (1971) results are 
more likely to be attributed to anticipation on the part 
of the infant because the object was moving more slowly.
A second possible factor is the use of a screen versus 
a tunnel. Bower (1974) points out the infant may learn the 
idea of occlusion before he/she learns the idea of inclusion. 
That is, the infant may more easily grasp the fact that one 
object can go behind another, than he/she can comprehend 
the idea of one object inside of another. That two objects 
may occupy the same space may develop more slowly, in which 
case the infant should show less of a tendency to anticipate.
There was a possibility that the results of Bower, 
Broughton, and Moore (1971) and Nelson (1971) were due, not 
to anticipation, but to the inability of the infant to arrest 
his/her head movement, or to a slow reaction time. A second 
experiment of Bower, Broughton, and Moore (1971), was designed 
to test this possibility. An object moved along a track and 
stopped just before it reached the screen, in full view of 
the infant. It was reasoned that if the infant could not 
arrest his/her head movement, he/she would track past the 
stationary object and look to the other side of the screen.
If, on the other hand, the infant's response in the earlier 
study had been due to anticipation, his/her gaze would halt 
with the object before the screen. Results showed all the 
infants tracked past the object to the other side of the 
screen, indicating an inability to arrest head movement. This 
finding seemed incompatible with earlier studies (Bower,
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1967b) using moving screens and stationary objects to indicate 
the infant's anticipation of the reappearance of objects.
In those studies Bower assumed that the decrement in rate 
of sucking when a screen was dragged slowly in front of the 
stationary object was due to anticipation of the object's 
reappearance. The infant had some belief as to the contin­
ued existence of an object hidden from his/her view. If 
this assumption was correct, then its converse should also 
have held true. The infant should have shown anticipation 
of the reappearance of a moving object behind a stationary 
screen. However, what appeared to be anticipation in Bower, 
Broughton, and Moore (1971) and Nelson (1971) was, instead, 
shown to be due, seemingly, to an inability to arrest head 
movement.
Accordingly, Bower and Patterson (1973) designed a 
study using an object moving in a circular trajectory.
This object was stopped periodically, and the direction of 
the infant's gaze was recorded. Results indicated that in­
fants continued to track past the stationary object, but 
their line of gaze continued to follow the circular trajectory. 
Bower and Patterson (1973) assumed that if the tracking be­
havior had been the result of an inability to arrest head 
movement, the infant's gaze would have gone off at a 
tangent to the circular path. Also, analysis of the film 
data indicated that the infants had fixated the now station­
ary object for about 1/2 second before resuming to track.
In other words the infant seemed to be physically able to
arrest his/her gaze, but continued to track the path the 
object would have followed had it been moving. Bower and 
Patterson (1973) suggested the infant noticed the stationary 
object, but was not able to recognize it as the moving ob­
ject he/she had been tracking. Consequently, after stopping 
briefly, he/she resumed his/her tracking behavior, looking 
for the moving object. Though this conclusion may be correct, 
the data is not conclusive. A 1/2 second pause seems to be 
strong evidence that the infant could stop his/her gaze, 
yet this pause must be compared with the rest of his/her 
tracking behavior before any conclusion can be drawn as to 
its significance. The infant, for example, may track in 
spurts with many 1/2 second stops. Normative data is needed 
to determine whether or not such a pause is worthy of note. 
Also the assumption that the infant's gaze would go off at a 
tangent to the rotary path may not be warranted. An infant 
with a slow reaction time might be slow in inhibiting his/her 
movement, regardless of the specific pattern involved.
Thus a slow reaction time, resulting in an inability to arrest 
eye movement in time to prevent tracking past the stationary 
object, regardless of the trajectory of the object, may still 
be a viable explanation. Bower and Patterson (197 3) did 
show, however, that the infant's resumption of tracking when 
the object had stopped was not dependent on the presence of 
a screen. The tracking occurred even when the object re­
mained in full view throughout its cycle of movement.
To examine the extent to which the infant attends to
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featural cues of moving objects, Bower, Broughton, and Moore 
(1971) presented infants with four situations. In the first, 
an object moved along a track, disappeared behind a screen, 
re-emerged on the other side, and went on for a short distance 
before reversing the cycle. The infant had two cues that the 
object was the same throughout. First, its features remained 
the same, and secondly, its movement in relation to the screen 
was continuous and plausible. In the second condition, the 
object moved along a track and went behind a screen, but at 
the time when it should have re-emerged, given its speed be­
fore dissappearance,a new object differing in size, shape, and 
color emerged in its place. In this condition the features 
were a cue to the infant that there were in fact two objects 
involved, whereas the motion cue indicated only one. A 
third situation had an object move along a track and disappear 
behind the screen, but an identical object was made to emerge 
on the other side of the screen too soon for it to have been 
the original object, given its speed of occlusion. In this 
case the featural information indicated only one object was 
present, but the motion cues indicated two. Finally, in 
the fourth situation condition three was repeated, but, in­
stead of an identical object appearing too soon, an object 
differing in size, shape, and color emerged. In this last 
condition both the featural cues and the motion cues indicated 
that two objects were involved. Infants of less than 16 
weeks followed the object of situation 1 with no signs of 
being disturbed. In situation 2 when a different
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object emerged from behind the screen they again continued to 
track it with no apparent signs of disturbance. However, in 
situations 3 and 4 when the objects emerged sooner than ex­
pected, the infants refused to look any further, and did not 
continue to track. Thus infants less than 16 weeks of age 
were apparently not affected by feature differences, but 
were affected by motion changes. Bower (1971) suggested they 
were responding, not to moving objects, but to movement, and, 
conversely, not to stationary objects, but to places. He 
suggested that it is only older infants, above 16 weeks, who 
have learned to identify objects by their features, and that 
infants under 16 weeks must learn that objects can move from 
place to place along pathways of movement. If this hypothesis 
of Bower's (1971) is correct, then younger infants see an 
an object as a new thing as soon as it is moved to a different 
location. Thus he/she must cope with many objects when really 
there is only one. Converging operations are needed here, 
however, to buttress this idea. That the infants in Bower, 
Broughton, and Moore (1971) were affected by changes in move­
ment and not by changes in featural details of the objects 
does not necessarily mean infants are incapable of attending 
to featural information. Bower et al. (1971) may have merely 
demonstrated the salience of movement as a cue. Movement may 
dominate attention. The infant may have "refused" to track 
objects that appeared too quickly from behind the screen be­
cause he/she realized it could not have been the same object 
that he/she had been tracking prior to the screen, i.e. he/she
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may have been waiting for the original which was still be­
hind the screen. He/she may also have failed to track the 
object that appeared too soon because his/her eye movements 
were matched to the original object and he/she was too slow 
to follow the movement of the new object on the other side 
of the screen. In other words, he/she missed it at the outset 
and never "caught up" to it. Further studies are needed if 
Bower wants to eliminate these explanations.
In a tracking task, somewhat analogous to that of Bower, 
Broughton, and Moore (1971), Nelson (1974) was able to confirm 
their results with older infants. Twenty-eight infants 6 to 
8 months of age were able to anticipate the reappearance of an 
object that they had seen occluded by a screen. They also 
seemed to be sensitive to a change in featural detail of the 
objects. Each child was exposed to a Bower-like tracking 
task in which one object moved along a measured path in full 
view, disappeared behind a screen, and re-emerged on the other 
side. Four trials served as a baseline measure of anticipatory 
responses, 12 trials served as learning trials. Two four- 
trial generalization tests followed the learning trials.
In the first test the object was made to travel faster and along 
a longer path than in previous trials for half the infants.
For the other half the object moved more slowly and went a 
shorter distance than on earlier trials. Results indicated 
that changes in speed and distance traveled by the object did 
not affect the infant's tracking behavior. The number of 
anticipatory responses was not significantly different from 
those of the previous learning trials.
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In the second generalization test a novel object was 
used. The speed at which it moved and the length of its tra­
jectory were the same as that of the original object. Results 
showed that, while the number of anticipations shown was 
significantly more than that shown in the pre-test trials, it 
was significantly fewer than the number shown in the learning 
trials with the original object. Infants thus exhibited a 
generalization effect, yet also indicated an awareness of 
the change of objects. Nelson's (1974) objects were different 
on a number of dimensions. One was a toy truck (6 x 12 x 12 
inches), while the other was a man, 68 inches tall. His screen 
was 54 inches wide and 78 inches tall, and was placed only 
3 feet from the infant. Thus his whole set-up is a giant version 
of Bower et al. (1971). By increasing the scale of the stimulus 
display, Nelson (1974) may have maximized the featural cues 
for his infants. Unfortunately, he did not test infants under 
16 weeks of age. His results merely confirm Bower, Broughton, 
and Moore's (1971) findings with older infants. They shed 
little light on Bower's (1971) hypothesis about the younger 
infant's conception of place and movement.
To follow up the hypothesis that the infant does not 
realize that objects can move from place to place, Bower (1971) 
designed a study to show that infants looked for an object in 
the place where it had been stationary after seeing it move 
to a new location. The infant was seated before a toy train, 
stationary on a track. After 10 seconds the train moved to 
the left and stopped in a new position, where it remained for 
another 10 seconds, before returning to its original position.
This cycle was repeated 10 times, after which the train moved 
to an entirely new position to the right. Bower reasoned that 
if the infant was tracking one object he/she should have no 
difficulty following it to its new location. However, if the 
infant saw the stationary object as being something different 
from the moving object, he/she may have learned the rule "when 
the object at A disappears, an object appears to the left at 
B". Thus when the train moves to the right this infant should
fail to follow it, but, instead, should look to the old position
to the left. Results, in fact, indicated that all of the 3- 
month old infants tested made this error and looked to the 
left instead of tracking the object to the right. Bower 
(1971) concluded that the infant had failed to recognize the 
object when it was in a different place. He/she had not been 
tracking the object as one object changing positions, but had 
instead learned a contingency between two objects, one at 
point A and another at point B. Again, though Bower's hypo­
thesis may be the correct one, there are other possible inter­
pretations of the results. The infant may not be able to 
recognize a moving object as being the same one that was 
stationary, or he/she may recognize it as the same, but may 
have adopted a more economical way of following it. He/she
may have begun by following it as it moved from point A to
point B but over 10 trials had learned the contingency, "the 
object always goes to B". Therefore, rather than track it as 
it moved, he/she observed it begin to move, then switched his/ 
her attention to the new spot where it had stopped on the
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previous 10 trials. This possibility is analogous to the 
set effects, or learning to learn phenomenon discussed by 
Harlow (1949).
Bower (1971) assumed the infant failed to recognize 
the object once it had moved to a different place. His 
hypothesis was that infants of this age have not yet learned 
to coordinate movement with object displacement. They do not 
see movement as the change in position of an object, but tend 
to connect an object with a particular place. If it appears 
in another setting it is regarded as a new object. Though 
set effects are a viable alternative explanation for his 
results, in this case, his conclusion is particularly interesting 
in light of earlier research. The work of Fantz (1961), and 
Bower (1966b) indicated that infants were capable of differen­
tiating a number of featural characteristics of objects such 
as size, shape, and pattern complexity. Yet, according to 
Bower (1971) and Bower, Broughton, and Moore (1971), they do 
not seem to utilize these features in their recognition of 
moving objects.
Bower (1971) further tested his hypothesis that infants 
tie objects to place, by placing infants of varying ages in a 
situation with multiple mirrors. In some cases the infant 
was presented with two or three images of his/her mother. In 
other cases the infant saw his/her mother with one or two 
strangers. Infants of less than 20 weeks responded with smiles 
and coos to the multiple mother situation, smiling at each 
image in turn. In the mother plus strangers condition these 
same infants responded happily to their mothers and tended to
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ignore the strangers. Thus the infant was capable of distin­
guishing his/her mother's features from others', but recognized 
her as one of many identical mothers. Older infants responded 
much as the younger ones in the mother plus strangers condition, 
but became upset at the sight of multiple mothers. Unlike 
the younger infants, they have learned they have only one 
mother, and that mother can be in only one place at a time.
This conclusion is an interesting one. The infant 
may, indeed, be unaware that objects can move from place to 
place and therefore perceives an overpopulated world, so to 
speak, full of several copies of everything, including his/her 
mother. On the other hand, the evidence is far from conclusive. 
The infant may well be aware that movement is the result of 
the change in position of an object. His/her failure to 
stop tracking when the object stops may be due to a failure 
to recognize it, due to an inability to resolve its features 
when it is in motion. Another possibility may be that he/she 
fails to stop tracking because of an inability to inhibit a 
particular pattern of movement due to a slow reaction time.
The reaction to multiple mothers may be due to an age and ex­
perience factor in the infant's ability to interact socially, 
and not with his/her failure to realize he/she has but one 
mother. There is a need to replicate this study with a multiple 
stranger condition as a control. Perhaps multiple images of 
the same stranger would be upsetting to younger infants when 
multiple mothers were not. Finally, it appears fairly safe 
to assume the infant has not learned merely that a contingency
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exists between two movements on either side of a screen, since 
the same behavior occurs when the screen is not present (Bower 
and Patterson, 1973), though this could not be ruled out as an 
explanation for the results of Bower (1971) or Bower, Broughton, 
and Moore (1971).
Summarizing, it has been demonstrated (Fantz, 1961; 
Bower, 1966b; Bond, 1972) that infants are capable of differen­
tiating many of the features of stable objects. They have shown 
very clear preferences based on such factors as pattern complex­
ity and solidarity. They prefer realistic schematic faces to 
faces with scrambled features, and can recognize their 
mother's face and differentiate her from strangers (Bower, 1971). 
Yet, a change appears to occur when the object is moving. If 
a moving object that he/she is tracking suddenly stops, the 
infant will track past it as though he/she did not recognize 
it as the same object. Bower and Patterson (1973) systematically 
eliminated contingency learning as a possible explanation.
Instead they hypothesized the infant had not yet learned just 
what movement was. He/she tracked movement as an entity in 
and of itself, without realizing that it was due to the change 
in position of an object. He/she did not stop because he/ 
she did not realize that an object could be the terminus of 
a movement. Objects were still tied to specific stimulus 
arrays for the infant, so that the same object in a different 
place represented, for him/her a new object.
While Bower's hypothesis may be correct, there are
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other possibilities for explaining his data which have not yet 
been tested. That the infant sees movement as something more 
than visual stimulation is indicated by Bower's own re­
search (Bower, Broughton, and Moore, 1970) on the reactions 
of infants to rapidly approaching objects. The evidence 
clearly indicated they expected the moving stimulus to have 
tactile properties, which, in turn, implies they were aware 
of the fact that they were observing an object. The infant 
may fail to stop tracking an object that has stopped, not 
because he/she is tracking mere movement, but because he/she 
has failed to sufficiently differentiate the stimulus features. 
Gibson (1970) has hypothesized that events in space develop, 
perceptually, much more quickly than does the perception of 
objects. It is possible that motion makes it more difficult 
for the infant to accurately resolve the features. Or, per­
haps motion, being a more salient cue, dominates the infant's 
attention. He/she tracks past the stationary stimulus because 
he/she does not recognize it. Indeed, it does not look the 
same. Finally, the infant may fail to stop tracking an object 
that has stopped because he/she has a slow reaction time. 
Regardless of the pattern of movement, whether linear or rotary, 
he/she continues along the path of movement the object 
previously followed. In this case his/her failure to stop 
is independent of his/her recognition of the object, or his/her 
ability to perceive its features while it is in motion.
It was the purpose of the present study to examine 
three hypotheses; 1) Bower's idea of an incomplete object
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concept, 2) the possibility of the failure to perceive featural 
information, and 3) the possibility of a slow reaction time, 
as they relate to the infant's ability to perceive objects 
in motion. The operant techniques reviewed, briefly, at the 
conclusion of the stable object section of the literature 
review, are also applicable to the study of the infant's 
perception of featural details of moving objects. In examin­
ing the infant's ability to perceive the features of moving 
objects, the present study combined an operant discrimination 
task with a generalization test in extinction. With the 
operant techniques, the experimenter hoped to demonstrate 
what the infant is capable of perceiving, rather than merely 
that to which the infant may typically attend.
The present experiment was in two phases. During the 
first phase 10-week-old infants were taught to discriminate 
between two stationary objects. If the infant was able to 
learn such a discrimination, he/she must be capable of attend­
ing to featural differences between the two objects. The 
ability to discriminate should indicate whether or not the 
infant is, at least, capable of perceiving the features of 
the stationary objects presented.
The purpose of the second phase of the experiment 
was to see if the infant can recognize the features of the 
objects in a moving form. The stationary stimuli of the 
earlier discrimination task were presented to the infants in 
a moving form as a generalization test. If the infant can 
respond differentially to the two moving stimuli, it should 
indicate some recognition of their similarity to the
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stationary stimuli. If the infant does not maintain a dis­
crimination it may be true that he/she is unable to differentiate 
the features of moving objects.
If the infant learns the discrimination in the first 
phase of the experiment, but fails to generalize his/her 
response to the same stimuli in moving form in the second 
phase, it should indicate that Bower's hypothesis has some vali­
dity. Though capable of differentiating features of station­
ary objects, the infant is not aware the same object can assume 
two forms, moving and stationary. On the other hand, if the 
infant can learn the discrimination and also generalize 
his/her response to the same stimuli in moving form, it is an 
indication that the infant's object concept is more complete 
than what Bower has suggested. The infant can perceive 
features of stationary stimuli and he/she does realize that 
they can move and assume another form. Finally, by avoiding 
the necessity of having the stimuli stop suddenly or go 
behind screens, this study also eliminated the possibility 
of slow reaction time effecting the results.
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METHOD
Subjects. Subjects were 24 infants, ranging in age 
from 59 to 82 days, with a mean age of 71 days, at the com­
pletion of the experiment. Half of the subjects were male, 
half were female. Five additional infants were seen, but 
their data were not included in the final analyses. Two of 
these children, one male and one female, failed to complete 
the training procedure, one because of illness, the other be­
cause of a conflict with parents' schedules. The remaining 
three children, all males, were excluded because they cried 
during at least two consecutive trials during the generalization 
test, and failed to complete the required 16 trials.
Apparatus and Stimuli. The display apparatus con­
sisted of two large plywood screens about 4 x 4  feet square, 
which stood upright on the floor. One was designed as the 
background upon which two stationary stimulus objects were 
presented, while on the other, objects in moving as well as 
stationary form were presented. Figure 1 presents a line 
drawing of the equipment.
To display the stationary objects, two dowels, 4 
inches in length, were attached to the front of the screens,
10 inches from either side, and 13 inches from the tops of the 
screens. The two dowels were separated by 28 inches. Stimulus 
objects had holes 4 inches deep so as to fit over the dowels.
For moving stimuli, a motor-driven pulley system was 
attached to the back of one of the screens so as to be hidden
*
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Figure 1. The displayed apparatus for presentation of both 
moving and stationary objects.
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from the infant's view. Two shafts protruded from this motor- 
pulley arrangement, through holes in the plywood, to the in­
fant's side of the screen. They were located 21 inches from 
the top of the screen. One was 10 inches from the left side, 
and the other was 10 inches from the right side of the screen. 
The spot where these shafts connected with the screen was 
directly below the dowels described for stationary objects.
The shafts measured approximately 14 inches in the infant's 
side of the screen, and were bent in an L-shape to allow 10 
inches of shaft to move parallel with the screen, while 4 
inches at the end served as a dowel to attach the stimuli.
Once the motor-pulley system was turned on, objects attached 
to the ends of the shafts followed two separate counter-clock­
wise circular paths, 20 inches in diameter. They moved at a 
speed of approximately 5 cm. per second. This was about half 
as fast as that used in the tracking task of Bower, Broughton 
and Moore (1971).
Two 3/4 inch peepholes were located on each stimulus 
screen to allow two observers to observe the infant from be­
hind the stimulus display. On the screen used only for station­
ary object presentation, these peepholes were located be­
neath each of the 4-inch dowels, 21 inches from the top of 
the screen, and 10 inches from either side. On the screen 
which presented either stationary or moving objects, the 
two peepholes were located 16 inches from either side of the 
screen and 21 inches from its top.
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Test stimuli consisted of a checkerboard cube, 6 
inches on a side, and a bull's eye sphere, 6 inches in dia­
meter. The checkerboard cube was colored black and white and 
contained 64 squares (8 x 8). Each of these 64 squares 
was 3/4 inch on a side. The bull's eye sphere was also colored 
black and white, but with concentric circles 3/4 inch in width. 
The child's view of the screen was blocked during stimulus 
changes with a piece of white paper held in front of his/ 
her face. Additional equipment included a Lafayette timer 
and a 4-channel event recorder which were behind the screen 
out of the infant's line of sight.
Procedure. The infant was seated in an infant seat 
so as to face the stimulus display which was about two feet 
away. The commercial infant seat was arranged to hold the 
infant upright at an angle of about 45°.
Days 1-4: Shaping.
Discrimination training was carried out with the 
stationary objects. The experimenter designated one of the 
stimulus objects as a stimulus for reinforcement, and one as 
a stimulus for non-reward, for each infant. Half of the sub­
jects had the cube as the reinforced object, and the sphere 
as the non-reinforced object. For the other half of the 
subjects, the reverse was true. This was included as a factor 
in the design to take into account any initial differential 
preferences an infant might have for the two stimuli.
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The experimenter was positioned behind the screen 
designed for the presentation of stationary objects only, 
and observed the infant through the peephole beneath the 
object chosen as the reinforced stimulus. The experimenter 
administered a reinforcement whenever she observed that the 
infant had visually fixated the reinforced object. Fixations 
to the non-reinforced stimulus went unrewarded.
Though the definition of reinforcement varied from 
child to child, in general it consisted of a "peek-a-boo" 
from the experimenter with the presentation of a toy and words 
of praise such as "good baby" or "hi baby". The experimenter 
appeared at the mid-point at the top of the screen and
addressed the infant briefly and showed the infant a toy.
Then the experimenter again dropped out of sight behind the 
screen and returned to the peephole, or reversed the positions 
of the two objects, and then disappeared from view. To con­
trol for left or right position preferences the experimenter 
changed the side on which each object appeared at least once 
every 4 or 5 minutes. This interval was not precisely timed, 
but was merely estimated by the experimenter, and varied with 
the infant's performance during shaping.
Days 1 to 4 were used to teach the infant to discriminate 
the reinforced from the non-reinforced stimulus by visually 
fixating the reinforced object for 6 seconds to earn a rein­
forcement. A record was kept of the number of reinforcements
given per session by having a mother record the number of times
the experimenter gave the infant a "peek-a-boo". The 6-second 
interval was measured with a Lafayette timer.
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Days 5-6: Discrete Trials.
Stimulus presentation on days 5 and 6 followed a 
discrete trials procedure. The experimenter observed the in­
fant's visual fixations through the peephole, and timed the 
fixations to either object with a Lafayette timer. If the 
infant observed either stimulus for 6 consecutive seconds it 
signaled the end of that trial. If the reinforced object 
was the object that was first fixated for 6 seconds, the 
experimenter administered a reinforcement peek-a-boo, or 
toy. If the non-reinforced stimulus was fixated for 6 seconds, 
the trial ended without reward. At the end of a trial the 
experimenter signaled the infant's parent, who then blocked 
the infant's view of the screen with a piece of white paper 
until the next trial was ready to begin. Between trials the 
experimenter systematically varied the sides on which the 
two objects appeared. Each fixation of 6 seconds was recorded 
directly onto the order of slide presentation sheets in terms 
of side (left or right) and object chosen (sphere or cube).
All infants received the same order of presentation.
A discrimination ratio was then determined for each 
side of the screen (left or right) on each of the two days of 
recording, for each child, with the following formula:
Cube DR - Cube - Sphere 
Cube + Sphere
For each day, the number of trials in which the cube was 
presented to the right of the screen was tallied. The number
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of trials in which the cube appeared on the left was also 
determined, and a discrimination ratio computed for each of 
these two situations. The number of times the infant fixated 
the sphere for 6 seconds was subtracted from the number of 
times he/she chose to fixate the cube, in each side position. 
These differences were then divided by the total number of 
trials the infant experienced with each cube position in that 
day's session. A positive ratio indicated the infant chose 
to fixate the cube more than the sphere. A negative score 
meant that the infant fixated the sphere more than the cube.
A score of zero resulted if the infant showed no preference 
and fixated both objects equally as often. The design of the 
experiment for determining whether the discrimination of the 
stationary forms had been acquired is represented in Figure 
2. A four-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with two repeated 
measures was calculated on this data. The two non-repeated 
measures factors were the reinforcement group to which the 
infant belonged (cube-reinforced or sphere-reinforced) and 
the sex of the infant (male or female). The two repeated mea­
sures factors were the position of the objects on the display 
(cube-left or cube-right), and the day of testing (day 5 or 
day 6). The between-subjects Groups effect should be significant 
if training effected discriminability and preference for the 
stimuli.
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Figure 2. The design of the experiment for determining
whether or not the infant has acquired a discri­
mination of the features of the stationary objects 
by the 5th and 6th day of training.
Day 7: Generalization Test in Extinction.
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The display screen equipped for both stationary and 
moving stimulus presentations was used for this part of the 
study. For the first 5 minutes the stimulus situation was 
the same as that of days 5 and 6. A discrete trials procedure 
was followed with the two stimuli in stationary forms. The 
experimenter reinforced 6-second fixations to the reinforced 
object. One addition was that of a second observer, placed 
behind the screen with the experimenter. Each observed the 
infant through a peephole and recorded left and right 6- 
second fixations per trial, with the experimenter controlling 
the Lafayette timer. The observer was niave as to the rein­
forcement group the infant belonged. He was also uninformed 
as to which object appeared on the left versus the right of 
the display.
Following this warm-up, the parent blocked the in­
fant's view of the screen and extinction began. The experimenter 
no longer reinforced the infant for visual fixations. The two 
stimulus objects were placed on the shafts of the motor-pulley 
apparatus and started in motion before the infant could view 
the screen. The infant viewed the objects moving for 20 
seconds. Observing through the screen's peepholes, the 
experimenter and the observer measured the length of visual 
fixations to the right or left, using a four-channel event 
recorder. Each observer had two push-buttons, one for left 
fixations, one for right. At the end of 20 seconds the parent
58.
ended the trial by blocking the infant's view of the screen 
at a signal from the experimenter. The experimenter then 
changed the position or the motion of the objects for the 
next trial. During moving object trials the observer was 
aware of the position of the particular object on the dis­
play. However, he remained niave as to the reinforcement 
group to which the infant belonged.
The infant saw each of four stimulus arrangements at 
least four times, for a total of 16 trials. The four stimulus 
arrangements are summarized in Table 1. The first and second 
20-second trials following the warm-up period were always with 
moving objects. For the third and fourth trials, the objects 
were always in a stationary form. This represented the first 
block of trials. Three more blocks of two stationary and two 
moving trials were then presented to each subject, for a total 
of 16 trials. The order of moving and stationary trials was 
varied across the four blocks. Specifically, four orders of 
presentation of the four stimulus arrangements were used.
These orders are presented in Table 2. To evaluate the effect 
of presentation on responding, three infants from each group 
received one of the four orders.
The experimenter computed a difference score of the 
amount of time the infant spent observing the cube minus the 
amount of time devoted to the sphere for each 20-second trial. 
If the infant observed the cube more than the sphere the score 
was positive. If the infant fixated the sphere more than the
Table 1. Four stimulus arrangements were used to display-
moving and stationary objects during the general­
ization test on Day 7.
Moving
Stationary
Side of Display 
Left Right
Arrangement 1 Cube Sphere
Arrangement 2 Sphere Cube
Arrangement 3 Cube Sphere
Arrangement 4 Sphere Cube
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Table 2. Four orders of the four stimulus arrangements 
(Table 1) were used in presenting objects in 
moving and stationary form during the generali­
zation test on Day 7. Trials 1 and 2 of each 
block of 4 trials were always with objects in 
motion. Trials 3 and 4 were always with sta­
tionary objects. Side of the display on which 
a specific object appeared was varied per trial.
Order Stimulus Arrangements
1 1 2  3 4
2 2 1 4  3
3 1 2  4 3
4 2 1 3  4
61.
cube, the score was negative. If there was no preference 
shown for either object, the difference score was zero.
The design of the experiment for day 7 is represented 
in Figure 3. A five-way ANOVA with three repeated measures 
factors was computed on the difference scores. The non­
repeated measures factors were the stimulus object that was 
reinforced (cube or sphere), and the order of presentation of 
stimuli. The repeated measures factors were motion (moving 
or stationary), side of the display on which the objects 
appeared (cube-left or cube-right), and blocks (the number of 
times the first four trials were repeated). Significant 
differences between groups on the stationary, but not on 
the moving trials would support Bower's position, while sig­
nificantly longer fixation to the reinforced object on both 
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Figure 3. The design of the experiment for determining if the infant is able to discriminate
the features of the objects in moving as well as stationary forms, in a generalization 
test on Day 7.
RESULTS
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Discrete Trials Procedure - Discrimination Training Days 5 and 6
The mean cube discrimination ratios obtained from the 
fifth and sixth days of discrimination training with stationary
4
objects are presented in Table 3. Positive numbers indicate 9 
greater proportion of trials devoted to staring at the cube, 
while negative numbers reflect a preference for the sphere.
These ratios were analyzed in a 4-way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA), with two repeated measures. The non-repeated 
measures factors were reinforcement group (cube or sphere) 
and sex (male or female). The repeated measures factors 
were day of testing (day 5 or day 6) and side of the display 
on which the objects were displayed (cube-left or cube- 
right). Table 4 is a summary of the results of this analysis.
A main effect for the reinforcement group factor indicated 
that, overall, the cube group fixated the cube on significantly 
more trials than did the sphere group,(F(l,20) = 15.0914,
£=.00121. However, this main effect statement must be qualified 
in light of three significant interaction effects, group X sex 
(F(l,20)=4.7936,£=.03849), group X days (F(l,20)=4.6817,£=.04057), 
and group X days X side (F(1,20)=5.7260,£ = .02523).
Figure 4 represents the main effect for groups and 
the interaction of group with sex of the subject. Overall, cube 
discrimination ratios for infants in the cube-reinforced 
group were significantly larger than ratios for infants in
64.
Table 3. A table of mean discrimination ratios from the fifth 













Males .6650 .2667 .5817 .5467
Females .2250 -.1300 .2533 .3517
Males -.4383 .4767 -.3333 -.0217
up
Females -.0383 . 1950 . 1200 -.2400
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Table 4. The summary table of the 4-way ANOVA from days










Side X Groups X Sex




Days X Sex X Groups
Ss X Sex X Groups X Days
Side X Days
Side X Days X Sex
Side X Days X Groups
Side X Days X Sex S Groups
Ss X Sex X Groups X Side X Days
DF SS MS F P
1 .3800 .3800 1.6548
1 3.4656 3.4656 15.0914 .00121
1 1.1008 1.1008 4.7936 .03849
20 4.5928 .2296
1 .0630 .0630 .0924
1 .5192 .5192 .7613
1 1.2015 1.2015 1.7618
1 .8778 .8778 1.2872
20 13.6396 .6820
1 .0005 .0005 .0033
1 .0693 .0693 .4568
1 .7107 .7107 4.6817 .040571 .0145 .0145 .0955
20 3.0361 .1518
1 .0542 .0542 .2040
1 .0037 .0037 .0141
1 1.5201 1.5201 5.7260 .02523
1 .0024 .0024 .0090
20 5.3094 .2655
M e a n
C.D.








M a le s
F e m a le  s
C u b e
Gr o u p
S p h e r e  
Gr o u p
4. A comparison of males and females in the cube-
reinforced group with the males and females in the 
sphere-reinforced group using the mean cube dis­
crimination ratios from days 5 and 6 of training 
with stationary objects.
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the sphere-reinforced group. Cube-reinforced infants fixated 
the cube on more trials than did sphere-reinforced infants.
A preference for the cube was more clearly demonstrated by 
the cube-reinforced infants than was the sphere preference 
shown by the sphere group as a whole. The ratios suggest 
that the cube as a stimulus object may have enjoyed an initial 
preference over the sphere.
Cube-reinforced males had high positive ratios in­
dicating a preference for the cube. Sphere-reinforced males 
had negative ratios indicating a preference for the sphere. 
Females in the two groups, however, did not follow this same 
pattern. While females in the cube-reinforced group had 
positive ratios, their scores were not as large as males in 
the same group, indicating their preference for the cube was 
not as strong. Females in the sphere-reinforced group also 
had positive ratios, though the scores were close to zero. 
Females in the sphere-reinforced group demonstrated a slight 
preference for the cube. Simple effects tests on this group 
X sex interaction are presented in Table 5. A large portion 
of variability in the cube discrimination ratios existed 
between reinforcement groups for the males, F(l,20) = 73.805, 
£<.001. The cube discrimination ratios were significantly 
different for females in the cube group versus females in the 
sphere group, F(l,20) = 5.750, £<.05, however, the variation 
accountable due to reinforcement group for females was only 
about eight percent of the variation accountable due to rein­
forcement group for males. For both males and females, the
68.
Table 5. A summary table of the tests of simple effects for 
the group X sex interaction obtained in the dis­
crimination of stationary objects data of days 5 
and 6.
Source DF SS MS
SS at males 1
groups






SS 20 4.5928 2296
error
* £< .001 
** £<.05
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cube-reinforced group had higher positive cube discrimination 
ratios than did the sphere-reinforced group.
A simple, simple effects test on the interaction of 
groups X days X side is summarized in Table 6. The cube 
discrimination ratios for the cube-reinforced group were sig­
nificantly larger than those for sphere-reinforced infants in 
all conditions of day of testing and side of display except 
one. On day 5 when the cube was presented on the right, the 
two groups did not significantly differ in their responses, 
F(l,80) = 1.292, £>.05. When the cube was presented on the 
left side of the display on day 5, and when it was presented 
on the left or the right on day 6, the two groups showed sig­
nificant differential responding, F(l,80) = 8.440, £<.01,
F(l,80) = 4.967, £<.01, and F(l,80) = 6.078, £<.01, respectively.
Thus, the analysis of the data of days 5 and 6 in­
dicated that cube-reinforced children gave a larger pro­
portion of fixations to the cube than did sphere-reinforced 
children. This result, however, was more pronounced for males 
than for females. While evidence of discriminative responding 
on day 5 was not complete, on day 6, the last day of training, 
there was a greater proportion of fixations to the cube 
stimulus by the cube-reinforced children, regardless of the 
side of the display on which the cube was presented.
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Table 6. A summary table of tests of simple, simple effects 
the group X day X side interaction obtained for the 
discrimination of stationary objects data of days 
5 and 6.
Source DF SS MS
SSgroups at day 5, 1 2.802 2.802 8.440*
cube-left
SSgroups at day 5, 1 .429 .429 1.292
cube-right
SSgroups at day 6, 1 1.649 1.649 4.967*
cube-left
SSgroups at day 6, 1 2.018 2.018 6.078*
cube-right
SSerror 80 26.578 .332
* £ <  .01
Day 7 - Warm-up and Generalization Test.
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The discrete trials procedure used to test the in­
fant's ability to discriminate between the features of the 
two objects in their stationary forms on days 5 and 6, was 
repeated during the brief warm-up period on day 7. However, 
a second observer was present to make independent judgments 
of the infant's responses. Percent of agreement scores were 
calculated between the judgements of the two observers for 
each infant. For cube-reinforced infants the two observers 
agreed on 97% of their observations. For sphere-reinforced 
children the observers agreed 100% of the time. Overall, the 
two sets of judgements matched about 98% of the time.
Two observers also made independent judgements of the 
infants' visual fixations during the generalization test. 
Inter-observer reliability correlation coefficients for these 
judgements ranged from r = .815 to r = 1.000 with a median of 
r = .976. The judgements of the two observers were then 
averaged, and the cube-minus-sphere difference scores were 
computed from these averaged judgements.
A five-way ANOVA with three repeated measures was 
computed on the cube-minus-sphere difference scores. Table 
7 is a summary table of the mean difference scores used in 
this analysis. Non-repeated measures factors were rein­
forcement group (cube or sphere) and order of stimulus pre­
sentation. Repeated measures factors were blocks of trials, 
motion of the objects (moving or stationary), and side of 
the display on which the objects were presented (cube-left
Table 7. A summary table of mean cube-minus-sphere difference scores obtained in 
the generalization test with moving and stationary objects on day 7.
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4

































Order 1 7.3 2.4 -6.3 15.6 6.7 5.6 . 13 5.6 -19.2 14.3 -.9 14.1 7.6 .9 -3.2 12.4
Order
Cube
2 -.8 -2.4 -4.5 13.'5 .4 11.5 5.9 -6.3 8.1 .87 -1.1 -.5 -6.3 4.9 7.1 -7.8
Group
Order 3 6.4 11.9 16.8 4.5 3.6 4.9 4.7 11.7 3.8 3.9 13.5 11.2 8.7 4.4 9.6 10.7
Order 4 5.8 -3.8 12.5 -6.8 7.4 2.5 LI.9 12.1 13.9 -5.1 16.3 5.3 17.9 -12.7 10.0 7.5
OrderSphere 1 2.1 -6.1 8.0 -4.0 10.7 -8.5 4.1 -6.0 11.2 -2.3 3.9 -10.6 -5.2 -8.5 6.5 .4
Group
Order 2 8.3 1.5 -2.1 3.7 6.7 -1.5 6.0 -15.6 7.6 -10.3 8.4 1.1 6.9 -6.9 10.3 -11.1
Order 3 -6.5 -7.7 6.9 12.1 -2.2 -7.2 .0 -3.9 1.8 1.7 1.5 .7 -2.4 9.2 11.2 -5.7
Order 4 .9 -9.7 7.0 -9.9 -1.6 -5.6 2.9 -12.3 -12.9 -2.1 .2 1.6 -4.5 -8.9 6.9 -2.7
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or cube-right). Sex was not included as a factor in the major 
analysis of the day 7 data since both males and females de­
monstrated appropriate discriminative responding on the train­
ing test of days 5 and 6. A separate ANOVA, to be briefly 
summarized later, evaluated the effect of sex apart from the 
major analysis. The results of the major analysis are sum­
marized in Table 8. A main effect for the reinforcement group 
factor indicated that, overall, the two groups were responding 
differentially to the features of the two objects. The cube- 
reinforced group spent more time looking at the cube than did 
the infants reinforced for fixating the sphere, F(l,16) = 
8.4412, p = .01005. The main effect for the motion factor,
F (1,16) = 9.2055,p = .00780, indicated that, overall, the 
infants responded differently when the objects were moving 
than when the objects were stationary. For both groups 
stationary objects had higher difference scores than did 
moving objects. The group X motion interaction effect pre­
dicted from Bower's position was not significant, F(l,16) = 
.0261, p = .86792.
Figure 5 represents the main effects for reinforce­
ment group and motion. Overall, the cube-reinforced group's 
cube-minus-sphere difference scores were significantly larger 
than the difference scores for the sphere-reinforced group. 
Difference scores were significantly larger for objects in 
stationary form than for moving objects. The significant 
and large effect for the group factor along with the lack of 
any significant group X motion interaction effect indicated
Table 8. The summary table of the five-way ANOVA from day 7 
of the generalization test with moving as well as 
stationary objects.
Source DF SS MS F
Order 3 641.8081 213.9360 .6552
Group 1 2756.3254 2756.3254 8.4412
Order X Group 3 1025.5969 341.8655 1.0470
Ss w.group 16 5224.4922 326.5308
Side 1 1516.0640 1516.0640 2.5597
Side X Order 3 1182.7544 394.2515 .6657
Side X Group 1 1144.0168 1144.0168 1.9316
Side X Order X Group 3 2514.5530 838.1843 1.4152
Ss X Order X Group X Sidel6 9476.4297 592.2769
Motion 1 537.7063 537.7063 9.2055
Motion X Order 3 640.0178 213.3393 3.6524
Motion X Group 1 1.5251 1.5251 .0261
Motion X Order X Group 
Ss X Order X Group X
3 1.5627 .5209 .0089
Motion 16 934.5818 58.4114
Blocks 3 36.1201 12.0400 . 1402
Blocks X Order 9 476.9778 52.9975 . 6171
Blocks X Group 3 169.7988 56.5996 .6590
Blocks X Order X Group 
Ss X Order X Group X
9 272.4736 30.2748 . 3525
Blocks 48 4122.3984 85.8833
Side X Motion 1 3.3752 3.3752 .0197
Side X Motion X Order 3 261.1096 87.0365 .5090
Side X Motion X Group 
Side X Motion X Order X
1 181.2253 181.2253 1.0598
Group
Ss X Order X Group X
3 385.7979 128.5993 .7521
Motion X Side 16 2735.8782 170.9924
Side X Blocks 3 236.9068 78.9689 .5114
Side X Blocks X Order 9 1247.9580 138.6620 .8979
Side X Blocks X Group 
Side X Blocks X Order X
3 205.0452 68.3484 .4426
Group
Ss X Order X Group X
9 1358.5444 150.9494 . 9775





Table 8 - Continued
74 ,(cont.)
Source DF SS MS F
Motion X Blocks 3 319.4629 106.4876 1.1408
Motion X Blocks X Order 9 443.6614 49.2957 .5281
Motion X Blocks X Group 
Motion X Blocks X Order
3 154.0391 51.3463 .5501
X Group 
Ss X Order X Group X
9 1418.8796 157.6533 1.6889
Motion X Blocks48 4480.7188 93.3483
Side X Motion X Blocks 
Side X Motion X Blocks
3 131.0866 43.6962 .3441
X Order 
Side X Motion X Blocks
9 2197.7019 244.1891 1.9227
X Group 
Side X Motion X Blocks
3 344.6057 114.8686 .9045
Order X Group 
Ss X Order X Group X 
Side X Motion X
9 1264.7229 140.5248 1.1065
Blocks 48 6096.0820 127.0017
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Figure 5. A comparison between the cube- and sphere-reinforced
groups on the mean cube-minus-sphere difference scores 
for day 7, with both moving and stationary objects.
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not only that infants in the cube-reinforced group looked at 
the cube more than did infants in the sphere-reinforced 
group, but also that this effect was obtained regardless of 
whether the objects were moving or stationary. In addition, 
the significant and large effect for the motion factor in­
dicates that for both groups, the stationary objects resul­
ted in higher cube-minus-sphere difference scores than did 
the presentation of the moving objects.
A simple effects test on the interaction of motion 
X order of presentation is summarized in Table 9. With orders 
1 and 2 the scores of moving objects did not differ signifi­
cantly from those obtained with the objects in stationary 
form, F (1,16) = .069, £>.05, and F(l,16) = .967,£>.05, 
respectively. However, significant differences were obtained 
between moving and stationary forms when orders 3 and 4 were 
used, F (1,16) = 8.167, £<.01, and F(l,16) = 10.548, £<.01, 
respectively. The main effect for motion is only true for 
two of the four orders of presentation of stimulus objects. 
Table 10 presents a summary table of means for the analysis 
of the motion X order interaction effect. The greater atten­
tion to the cube in the stationary than in the moving form 
appears to be restricted to infants run in orders 3 and 4, 
but not in orders 1 and 2. The groups effect, however, was 
reliable, independent of order and motion combinations.
The effect of sex of the infant on responding was 
evaluated with a second five-way ANOVA with three repeated 
measures. Non-repeated measures in this analysis were rein-
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Table 9. A summary table of tests of simple effects on the 
motion X order interaction obtained from the 
generalization test data on day 7, with moving as 
well as stationary objects.
Source DF SS MS F
SS Motion at Order 1 1 40.43 40.43 .069
SS Motion at Order 2 1 44.14 44.14 .076
SS Motion at Order 3 1 477.04 477.04 8.167*
SS Motion at Order 4 1 616.10 616.10 10.548*
SS error 16 934.58 58.41
*£< .01
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Table 10. A summary table of mean cube-minus-sphere difference 
scores used in the analysis of the simple effects 
of the motion X order interaction effect from day 7.
Moving Stationary
Order 1 1.1854 2.4833
Order 2 1.7833 .4271
Order 3 2.1333 6.5917
Order 4 -1.1583 3.9083
forcement group (cube or sphere) and sex of the infant 
(male or female). Repeated measures factors were blocks 
of trials, motion (moving or stationary), and side of the 
display on which the objects were presented (cube-left or 
cube-right). As in the earlier ANOVA with order as a factor, 
the main effect for group, and the main effect for motion 
were again significant and large. The only new effect found 
was the block X sex interaction, F(3,60) = 2.7677, £ = .04849. 
The interaction of sex X group on day 7 failed to reach sig­
nificance, F(l,20) = .2706, £ = .61419. Table 11 is a summary 
of the simple effects tests on the block X sex interaction.
None of the simple effects tests reached significance. There 
were no significant main effects for either the blocks or 
the sex factors. The block X sex interaction effect seems to 
be due to a tendency on the part of males to fixate the cube 
more than females on blocks 3 and 4 of testing. The failure 
to obtain significance in the tests of simple effects is due, 
primarily, to the low variance associated with the main effects 
of sex, F(l,20) = .2112, £ = .65485, and blocks, F(3,60) =
.1737, £ = .91339.
Finally, the average cube-minus-sphere difference score 
for each infant on all moving and on all stationary trials 
for day 7 was obtained. A correlation between the moving and 
the stationary scores would be expected if infants with a 
strong preference for one object in stationary form were 
able to maintain this preference when the objects were set 
in motion. For the infants in the cube-reinforced group,
Table 11. A summary table of tests of simple effects on
the block X sex interaction obtained from an
analysis of the data of day 7.
Source_______________
SS sex at Block 1 
SS sex at Block 2 
SS sex at Block 3 
SS sex at Block 4 
SS error
SS blocks at Males 


















the correlation between the difference scores on the moving 
versus the stationary trials was r = .77, £ < ’.01. For in­
fants in the sphere-reinforced group, this correlation was 
r = .69, £<.01, and for both groups combined, r = .73,
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DISCUSSION
The central issue addressed in the present study was 
whether Bower's position or the author's position concerning 
object permanence is correct. The data clearly support the 
author's position that infants can recognize the features of 
objects whether in moving or stationary form. Analysis of the 
discrete trials data from days 5 and 6 indicated that the 
infants were able to discriminate between the two objects in 
their stationary forms. Infants in the cube-reinforced group 
had a significantly greater number of cube fixation trials 
than did infants reinforced for fixating the sphere. Both 
the present study and Bower's hypothesis predicted this effect 
with stationary objects. The analysis of data from day 7 
indicated the infants were able to maintain the discrimination 
in moving as well as stationary forms of the objects. This 
latter result is inconsistent with Bower's hypothesis. The 
present study indicates that, when training insures that the 
infant has attended to relevant perceptual features of stable 
objects, the infant is able to recognize the features of the 
object as being the same, despite its motion.
The ANOVA on the results from the fifth and sixth 
days of training with stationary objects showed only one main 
effect. The infants reinforced for fixating the cube had 
significantly larger cube discrimination ratios than did in­
fants reinforced for staring at the sphere. Cube-reinforced 
infants preferred the cube on the majority of trials. Sphere-
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reinforced infants as a group preferred the sphere on a majority 
of trials, though their preference was not as strong as that 
shown by the infants in the cube-reinforced group. It is 
possible that the cube was the more preferred object initially, 
and that reinforcement increased the strength of this preference 
for the cube-reinforced group. At the same time sphere rein­
forcement may have weakened the initial cube preference and 
led to a slight sphere preference in the sphere-reinforced 
group. Nevertheless, the differential behavior of the two 
groups is sufficient to indicate that the infants were able 
to discriminate between the features of the two stable objects.
This main effect is qualified, somewhat, by the various 
interaction effects that were also obtained. Though there was 
no main effect for the sex factor, the interaction of sex 
with group was significant. Males in either group preferred 
the object they had been reinforced for fixating. Females 
in both groups showed preferences for the cube. This pre­
ference for the cube was significantly greater for the cube- 
reinforced females than for the sphere-reinforced females. 
Nevertheless, sphere-reinforced females showed a slight pre­
ference for the cube rather than the sphere. This is a 
further indication that the two objects were differentially 
attractive to the infants from the outset of the experiment. 
Training may have only served to attenuate the preference for 
the cube of infants in the sphere-reinforced group. Finally, 
as Figure 4 indicates, cube-reinforced males showed a stronger 
preference for the cube than did cube-reinforced females, and
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sphere-reinforced males had a stronger sphere preference than 
did sphere-reinforced females. Since the ages of both males 
and females were approximately the same, average age for males 
being 73 days, and females 70 days, this effect cannot be 
attributed to age. It appears that males benefitted more from 
the discrimination training than did females. A number of 
researchers have found differential learning effects for 
males versus females. Watson (1967; 1969) for example found 
that males learned to respond more readily for visual rein­
forcers , while females responded more to auditory reinforce­
ment. However, the present study employed a reinforcer that 
incorporated both visual and auditory elements. Since the 
same effect for sex and group was not evident in the data of 
day 7, this finding may not have been reliable. Further 
studies must be done to explore the parameters limiting this 
effect for sex.
A groups X day X side interaction effect was also 
obtained. The cube-reinforcement group had higher cube dis­
crimination ratios than those of the sphere-reinforced group 
in three of the four combinations of side and day. When the 
cube was presented on the right side of the display on day 
5 the cube discrimination ratios of the two groups were not 
significantly different. It is possible that the change in 
procedure on day 5 may have influenced the child's discrimin­
ation strategy. Earlier days of training, or shaping, had 
not involved the discrete trials method of stimulus presen­
tation. The infant was allowed to observe the experimenter
move the stimulus objects from side to side on the screen.
On day 5 for the first time, the infant’s view of the screen 
was blocked during stimulus changes. Instead of being able 
to track the object as it was moved, the infant was required 
to search and find it when allowed to again view the display. 
It was, at first, assumed that the change in the requirements 
of the task led some infants into adopting a side strategy 
at the outset of day 5. Previous research (Siqueland, 1964) 
has suggested that infants have a preference for their right 
side. Consistent fixations to the right side of the infant 
would mean he spent more time observing the object mounted 
on the left side of the stimulus display, rather than re­
sponding differentially. While the side preference hypothesis 
is tempting, it was not supported by the data of the present 
study. An examination of the means in Table 3 indicates that 
on day 5, when the cube appeared on the left of the display, 
the cube-reinforced infants fixated the cube, producing high 
positive cube discrimination ratios. The sphere-reinforced 
infants fixated the sphere, which was to the right side of 
the display, producing negative discrimination ratios. When 
the cube was presented on the left, in other words, cube- 
reinforced infants looked to the left, while sphere-rein­
forced infants, appropriately, looked right. When the objects 
were reversed, and the cube appeared on the right with the 
sphere on the left, the infants apparently failed to follow 
the change. The same order of presentation of objects was 
followed for all infants. Initially, the cube appeared on the
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left and the sphere on the right of the display. This initial 
positioning seemed to determine the side preferences for the 
remaining trials. Cube-reinforced infants preferred the left 
side of the display, sphere-reinforced infants preferred the 
right. This side preference was evident only on day 5. The 
results of day 6 clearly show the appropriate discriminative 
responding without any qualifications due to side of stimulus 
presentation.
While the interactions of group X sex and group X days 
X side are significant, they do not cloud the interpretation 
of the strong main effect for groups in any serious way.
Males formed a more obvious discrimination than did females, 
but females as well as males in both groups showed differential 
responding to the two objects. Both sexes in either group 
were discriminating. The main effect difference between 
groups was evident in three out of four conditions of side 
presentation and day of testing. Day 6 produced clear evidence 
that on the final day of training the infants were responding 
discriminatively, regardless of the side of the display 
on which the reinforced object was presented. Infants were 
able to perceive the differences between the sphere and the 
cube, at least in their stable forms.
The brief warm-up period on day 7 using the discrete 
trials procedure of days 5 and 6, permitted an estimate of 
the reliability of the observations. That is, the addition 
of a second observer who was unaware of the group to which 
each infant belonged, allowed for a measure of the consistency
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of the response judgements. The 98 percent agreement between 
observers on this day 7 warm-up suggests that the obser­
vational technique used to obtain the data of days 5 and 6 
is a reliable technique.
Analysis of the data obtained on the seventh day of 
testing, indicated, again, a main effect for groups, but with 
no qualifying interactions. Cube-reinforced infants looked 
longer at the cube than did infants in the sphere-reinforced 
group. Sphere-reinforced infants, overall, looked longer at 
the sphere than they did at the cube. The failure to obtain 
a sex X groups interaction for the day 7 data suggests that 
the interaction of those two factors for the data of days 5 
and 6 was not a reliable finding. That is, males and females 
were not different in their differential group effects on day 
7. The day 7 results support the hypothesis of the present 
study that infants are capable of discriminating the features 
of objects in their moving as well as in their stationary 
forms, showing some recognition of the fact that objects can 
move. Bower's hypothesis was not supported. An inter­
action of group X motion should have resulted had infants 
shown discrimination with stable objects but not when the 
same objects were presented in their moving forms. Results 
showed main effects for groups and for motion, but the two 
factors did not interact as Bower's position would predict.
The correlations between the difference scores for 
each infant on moving versus stationary trials lends further 
support to the present experiment's hypothesis. Infants who
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had poorer discrimination with stationary forms, had poorer 
discrimination with moving forms as well. This result is 
consistent with the hypothesis that recognition of moving 
objects depends on prior discriminability of the features 
inherent in their stationary forms. The use of an operant 
training procedure insured the infants' attention to relevant 
featural details of the stable objects. Rather than relying 
on the initial preferences, or lack of preference, in the in­
fant a preference was trained in the present study. The 
results of the present study suggest that an operant tech­
nique may have some value in yielding unique information about 
perceptual or cognitive capabilities that would not be avail­
able with techniques tapping only typical behavior.
A main effect for moving versus stationary form was 
obtained from the analysis of the cube-minus-sphere difference 
scores obtained on day 7. Infants in both groups had larger 
cube-minus-sphere difference scores with the objects in a 
stationary form than with objects in a moving form. A 
selective examination of this effect for the cube-reinforced 
group (See Figure 5) might lead one to attribute the result 
to a generalization effect. Higher cube-minus-sphere dif­
ference scores reflect longer fixations to the cube. Since 
the cube-reinforced infants were trained to attend to the 
stationary cube, the generalization effect would predict 
higher difference scores in the stationary than in the moving 
form. Though infants in the cube-reinforced group did fit 
a generalization interpretation, infants in the sphere-
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reinforced group did not. The generalization effect would 
predict lower cube-minus-sphere difference scores in the 
stationary form than in the moving form for the sphere-rein­
forced infants. However, the cube-minus-sphere difference 
scores were larger in the stationary than in the moving 
discrimination trials for these sphere-reinforced infants.
Thus, both groups looked at the cube more in the stationary 
form than in the moving form. A more plausible explanation 
for this moving versus stationary form effect is that, even 
without training, there may be a preference for the cube 
when the objects are presented in a stationary form, and more 
of a preference for the sphere when the objects are in motion. 
Phenomenologically, to the experimenter, the cube in motion 
was more of a change from the cube in stationary form, than 
was the moving sphere from the stationary sphere. As they 
rotated in their circular paths, both objects tended to re­
volve on the dowels as well. Since the sphere was a bull's 
eye with a concentric pattern, the revolving form was more 
similar to the original stationary form than was the non- 
concentrically patterned cube. The change, or complexity, 
of the cube in motion may have resulted in an increased pre­
ference for the more stable and familiar sphere. The preference 
for the cube in stationary form is consistent with data from 
days 5 and 6. This, again, suggests that the stationary cube 
may have been a more attractive stimulus for the infant than 
was the stationary sphere. This explanation for the moving 
versus stationary form effect can be tested in future studies,
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either by the use of two concentrically patterned objects 
as test stimuli, or by weighting the stimulus objects so 
that they do not revolve on the dowels. With either of these 
changes, if the hypothesis is correct, a reduction in the 
moving versus stationary form effect should result.
The order of presentation by motion interaction was 
also significant. Infants fixated the stationary cube more 
than the moving cube only for orders 3 and 4. Order 1 
produced results in the same direction as those of 3 and 4, 
though they failed to reach significance. Order 2 resulted 
in a reversal of the trend, though, again, the effect was not 
significant. The order effects may be attributed to the 
number of stimulus changes involved in the four orders.
With orders 1 and 2 the stimulus objects changed from the left 
to the right side of the display following every trial. For 
orders 3 and 4 the position of the objects was reversed only 
every other trial. Fewer changes may facilitate the infant's 
ability to find the preferred object.
The second ANOVA performed on the data from day 7 
evaluated the factor of sex instead of order of presentation.
The only new effect was the blocks by sex interaction, which, 
apparently, was due to a tendency for males to fixate the 
cube more than females on blocks 3 and 4 of testing, though 
these differences were not significant in tests of simple 
effects. Considering the number of F-tests performed, there 
is a possibility that one of the tests could reach significance, 
at least at the .05 level, merely by chance. There was no main
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effect found for either block or sex, and simple effects 
tests shed no further light on the interaction obtained. The 
effect is marginal at best. The lack of an interaction of 
blocks X sex X groups (F(3,60) = .6651, p. = -58024) indicates 
this result in no way influences the interpretation of the 
main effect for groups.
In summary, the results of the discrimination testing 
with stable objects indicated infants were able to respond 
differentially to the two stationary forms. This result 
was consistent with the predictions made by Bower's hypothe­
sis and by the hypothesis of the present study. Results of 
the analysis with data of the generalization data from day 7 
indicated infants were able to maintain their discriminative 
responding when the objects were set in motion. This result 
contradicts the predictions of Bower's theory, but supports the 
hypothesis of the present study. Infants, if trained to attend 
to relevant featural differences, can indicate recognition of 
the features of objects that are in motion. Failure to 
demonstrate recognition of moving objects in Bower's studies 
may be due to inattention on the infant's part, rather than to 
a deficit in his concept of the object and its ability to 
move.
Having shown that recognition of the features of 
moving forms is possible for 10-week-olds, the various 
parameters influencing this ability can be investigated.
For example, at some point the speed of the movement must 
affect discriminability. At some point movement must be so
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fast that discrimination breaks down and the infant may respond 
either by fixating both objects equally as long, as Bower's 
position would predict, or by being unable to track the objects 
at all, thereby failing to demonstrate object permanence. 
Featural differences between the two objects may also affect 
behavior. Infants may find some stimulus characteristics 
more salient than others, and fail to discriminate in certain 
stimulus situations, despite the operant training procedure. 
What the child is capable of perceiving can be separated from 
that which the infant does not discriminate due to inattention 
or lack of differential preference. Recent studies examining 
the development of specific neural channels sensitive to 
different spacial frequencies (Banks and Salapatek, 1975) 
have used the preference technique introduced by Fantz (1961). 
The operant training procedure used in the present study 
should be used in such research to examine infant perceptual 
capability development.
Some measure of the salience of particular stimulus 
features could also be obtained by the ease, or speed, with 
which the infant learns the discrimination. In a concept 
formation, or abstraction study, for example, different 
groups of infants could be reinforced for responding to dif­
ferent stimulus dimensions. The same set of stimulus objects, 
varying in a number of dimensions, would be presented, two 
at a time, to all groups, but the criterion for reinforce­
ment would vary from group to group. One group might be 
reinforced for making a discrimination based on color, for
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example, while a second group is required to discriminate 
on the basis of size or shape. The speed, or ease, with 
which a group develops discriminative responding relative to 
the other groups, would depend on the salience of the critical 
dimension for that group.
The operant techniques are useful in determining what 
the infant is capable of perceiving. However, if one is 
interested in determining the dimensions to which an infant 
habitually attends, an operant technique may not be essential 
in obtaining discriminative responding. A Fantz-like (1961) 
preference technique would demonstrate discriminability as 
long as the stimulus dimensions tested were particularly 
salient. For example, in the context of the present experi­
ment, if the infant can show a strong preference for one stable 
object over another, these objects could be presented to the 
infant in moving form without prior operant discrimination 
training. Since a preference was already developed for the 
stable form, the infant should be capable of maintaining 
this preference with the moving forms. As in the present 
experiment, this study should also demonstrate that infants 
are able to conserve the identity of the features of moving 
obj ects.
Though, at times, a study such as the one outlined 
above, may yield the same information as one that involves 
extensive operant training, the operant approach has at least 
one significant advantage. Studies that depend on typical, 
rather than maximum behaviors run the risk of assuming a
slower development of capabilities than is really the case. 
What the infant does without training may be very different 
from what he/she is capable of doing, given a bit of rein­
forcement. For example, the interpretation of Piaget's 
(1952) theory of cognitive development, which is based on 
typical behaviors, may be underestimating the speed with 
which various behaviors develop. An operant approach to 
these areas could be a powerful tool which could have broad 
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